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AMONG THE FARMERS.

JONES,

Smith & Machinist,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

"ΒΙ*·Κ1>

Manufacturer of general machinery, a tea en
and tools,
^liiee, mill work, «pool machinery
ana
bolts, set screw·, tap*, -lies and drills made maami
threshing
Sewing, mowing
rv paired.
chines, uunipe of all kinds, presses, «uns, pisand promptly retols, knives. traps, etc., neatly
done to order.
paired. Steam and wtter piping

^

ior this department to Hknkt I).
lUkNuiiu, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat. Paris. Me.
tended

LBKRT D. PARK,

WINTER AND ITS CUTIES
The past month has surely been a
record breaker. All fair weather with
Just
not a cold day or a warm one.
euough snow for sledding. The tirst
duty of the farmer is to get uj> hie year's
wood and since the beginning of the
year a pair of horses or oxen could go
anywhere in swamps, runs, meadows or
across streams and ponds.
If one is to
pick out the poor trees now is the time
to do it, and if one is short of wood it
may be the best way. but generally I
think it better to cut down and let it
grow up again.
Keep the stock out of
the sprouts and you will soon have a
growth started that will take care of itself
and afford quite a lot of fuel from the
trees that staud too thick for larger
growth if one takes the pains to look
carefully after the matter, ami when it
comes up tall and straight as it usually
will under these circumstances it will
make a man feel good to travel through
it and think how much his handiwork
has done toward it. Still as I said before if one is scant of wood it may be
better to cut the trees that have had
their day and the crooked and unsightly
trees that if they get their growth will
defy the beetle and wedge and make the
boys long for some other business. Then
going along with the hauling of fuel
there are generally a few logs to haul,
and the bark to get out aud now is the
time to do it. Then a man wants a little
fencing to mend up with and after everything else is done there is the Grange
that must not be neglected, for every
meeting that the farmer misses he loses
more than he can earn at home if he has
α good Grange and does his duty in it.
Then there are papers to read of which
the Turf, Farm and Home should be
one.
Out of these he may get the cornblued wisdom of all the men around and
the doings in China, and the Philippines,
Cuba and South America all claim his
attention and are all of interest, aud perhaps he would do well to keep an eye on
his own alfairs, for Congress is liable to
make crooked work, and if the ship
canal is ever built it will be by the
farmers mainly, and if there is a little
matter of two or three hundred millions
of dollars pending on which route is the
cheapest in the end, it would be well to
save it, and if it is lost know who is the
winner. Then there is the ship subsidy
bill that will cost before it is through
than the canal, and all for the
more
capitalist. The ship builders are already
rich beyond the ambition of the farmer
or mechanic and why in Heaven's name
should we a*Id these millions to the already rich? If Mr. Frye wants to help
the farmer let him turn his giant intellect to the enactment of the Grout bill,
which taxes the fraudulent butter and
he could do them a good turn, and earn
the gratitude of those who so long have
him in Congress.—Turf, Farm and
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NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby «Hen notice that ht
haa been duly appointed admlul'trator of the
of
HAKKY Κ BOSWORTH. Ule of Hartforu,
tn the County of Oxfonl. deceased. and glveo
bond» as the law directe. All person» having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, an·!
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment

Immediately.

JOHN 1.

•lau. ;bi. l'"f··

α*»βκν

Ρ HO Β AT Κ SOTICE*.
To all person» Interested In either of the Estate
hereinafter named
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·. In and
for the County of Oxfonl, on the third Tuesday of
Jan In the vear of our Lord one thousand
nine'hundred'and two. The following matter
having been présenté*! for the action IMNupot
hereinafter Indicated. It 1» hereby οκυκκκο
That notice thereof be given to all person# in
te reeled, by caualng a copy of thla order to1*
published three weeks auccesslvely In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Pari». In said County, that they mav appear at a
frobau· Court to be held at said Parle. on the
third Tuesday of Feb.. A. l>. 1«β. at » of the
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon 11

they

see cause.

LoK VN.Y Κ ΚΕΝΕ. late of BockfleUI, deceased. Will and petition for probité thereof
presented by Alfred Cole, the executor therein
named.
CATHERINE C. STUABT. late of Oxford,
Petilloo for onfer to ulatrtbute bal
<!ecea*etl
ance remaining In hlshauds presented by Hoscoc
E. "Staples, administrator.
HARRIET E. BLAKE. late of Dlxlleld, deceased. Petition for the contlriiiaUon of Henry
C. Smith as trustee under the will of said Harriet
K. Blake, presented by said Henry C. Smith.
EMERY E. LOWELL, late of Parle, deceased. Elnal account presented for allowance
by .lames S. Wright, executor
EUNICE C. HARDY, late of Parle, deceased
Elrst ac ount présente.! for allowance by Charles
H. George, admlnetrator.

JEB8YNE G. MARTIN of Rumford, wurd.
final account undented for allowance by S. L.

Moody, guardian.

Penjamln Spauldlng, guard!»n.

Pctl

estau

W. SCOTT NEWMAN. late of Dlxfleld. de
ceased. Elrst account presented for allowance
non
by Frank W. Butler, admlnstratorde boni»
ADDISON E.
A true

copy—Attest
"

IIERRICK.
Judge of said Cour*.

—

AlîïERTH

PARK

Reenter

STATE OF MAI KB.
OXEORD.ee:
T<. the Honorable J unices of th* Supreme Ju· I
clal Court next to lie holden at Parle, wlthu
and for the County of Oxford, on the eecon.l
Tuee«iay of March, laoi:
Angle Slmp'on of Rumford, In said County
wife of Samuel 8- T. Simpson, respectfully rep
resents that she wae lawfully martled to her eak
husband at Rumford rails, aforesaid, on th<
.Tth day of March. A. D. 189T; that they lived
together as hueband and wife at said Rumforl
from the time of their said marriage until tb«
hai
flr.tday of June. l!M>; that your libellant
and affee
always conducted hereelf ae a chaete
ot
that
husband,
«aid
tl.mate wife toward her

f June her said husband deserted joui
without cause an.l went to partt un
οι
known, since which time be has not been seen
beard from, or received from him any
llbellan
to
your
that bis renldence Is unknown
and rann t be ascertained ; that prior to hli
Desertion he was guilty of grosa and conarme.
habits of lntox icailou and of cruel and abuslvi
treatment toward your said libellant; and tha
there Is no collusion between tour libellant an
her said husband to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore she prays right and justice and tha t
theb.in>l»of matrimony existing between hei
and her said hus and may be dlseolved accord
lng to law In such cases made and provided.
Dated at said Rumford this 24th day of Jan., A
D. law.
ANGIE SIMPSON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 24tl !
■lay of January, I'JOi.
JOHN P. SWASEY,
J slice of the Peace.
said lav
Il I >e liant

(SEAL.)

THK

FARMER.

WHAT KIND OF EDUCATION
DOES
THE FARMER NEED!
The farmer needs a practical education
in the arts and sciences that pertain to
his industry. By practical education is
meant the training of his hand to perform actual tasks with celerity and skill,
as in a course in dairying, mechanic arts
or stock judging.
Here the student is
set to individual tasks which he must
perform with his own hands, often
enough to become fairly skillful in the
construction of farm conveniences, or in
the art of butter and cheese making.
Along with this practical education, an
effort should be made to inculate habits
of study, reading and research.
The effort of agricultural education
should be directed to grounding the
farmer s boy in the first principles of hie
These have been too long
business.
overlooked; the mind has been loaded
with too much theory and not enough
In
of practical, common sense ideas.
vain search after something uuique, the
common
simple basic principles, the
truths of every day life, the lessons that
nature teaches have been too often forgotten. The farmer must be brought
back to first principles and taught to
work in harmony and in sympathy with

Mate or Main κ.

THROWERS

By FREDERIC VAN RENSSELAER DEY,

Author of "No* Like Other Mee." Etc.

Copyright, 1901, by Frederic Van Rensselaer Dey.
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PREPARING ΓΟΗ THE DUEL

Burr

pendlbton shoved hie agony.
It was true that Burr Pendleton had
arms through the aleeve hole»
an engagement at the opera that evenof hia fur coat accepted the
but It is also true that he bad no
lighted wax match his valet ing,
of going directly from bis
intention
his
of
end
the
effered him, applied It to
Llotcl Gilo to the theater.
the
in
rooms
that
clgnr, looked again Into the mirror
The Idoa of being late in keeping bis
extended from floor to celling and beengagement to hear the divine Tutti
gan leisurely to draw on his gloves.
did not appall him, and instead of
Beneath the coat he had so carefully
walking the short distance along tlio
wa·
he
chest
his
across
ample
buttoned
do Mayo to the Teatro NncionaJ
Cinco
all
In
Faultlessnees
faultlessly attired.
to a blue flag carriage, gave
be
signaled
chlefest
things was Burr Pendleton's
a hurried direction to the driver, sprang
hobby among many, and on this par- Inside and was carried toward San
ticular occasion he had been more ImFrancisco street, thence through the
portunate than usual. The reason was Avcniilu Jaarez past the Alameda and
waited
who
upon
man
the
to
obvious
El Caballito aud out upon the famous
him and whose attentions, always
the driver

strictly correct, were on this occasion
Imbued with a touch of Indescribable
tenderness.
"Is there anything more, sir?" he Inquired, stepping backward two or
three paces and regarding his employer—master would be a more appropriate term In this case-wlth a glance
that was almost reverential.
"Notblug, James—ah, yes, the case of
pistols," wns the Indifferent reply.
"Will you not permit me to take
them to you, sir?" asked the valet ea-

advantage.—

hand. Jnuiee?"

"Something

a

think. That Is all, I believe. No; there
is one thing more."
"Yes. sir."
"Among the letters you will find one
addressed to Mr. Craig Wyudham. I
think I would prefer that you should
deliver that in person, James. I have
remembered everything else In the letWhat time Is It? Half
ter to you.

I will be late at the opera."
"And yon will not return here after

past 8?

the opera, sir?"
No; at least not before tomorrow.
The meeting is to be at 6 In the morning. 1 am booked for aupper at the
Concordia at 1, and It will be 4 or
thereabouts before we break up. Captain Agramonte la to be one of the

party, and doubtless we will go to the
shooting gallery In San Felipe Nerl afterward if there la any time to spare.

Tbe abrupt pause vas suggestive,
and tears gathered In tbe eyes of tbe
For a moment be remained
valet
Irresolute; then be stepped suddenly
forward and extended bis rlgbt baud
toward bis master.
"You will forgive me, air," be aald
tremulously, "but thing* would be eaa·
1er for me during tbe next few boura
If you would sbalce bauds wltb old
James. Begging your pardon for tbe
Mr. Burr, you could not

impertinence,

be dearer to me If you were my own
Will you sbake banda wltb me,
son.
sir, before you go out"
Burr Pendleton grasped tbe valefa
band firmly In bis own.
"Dear old Jimmy," be said, "did you
think 1 would go away without doing
tbat? You are not about to Sunk, are

carpentei

Just feel how steady my
Not a tremor, James.
nerve Is. eh?
There really Isn't anything about this
matter to give jrou the doldrums, you
know. It Is true that Romero is a noted
duelist aud that be numbers some very
good men Among bis victims, but I
don't think 1 am billed for eternity Just
yet You may expect me here a little
before noon tomorrow, but If I do not
come you must make tbe best of it and
see that uiy instructions are carried out
you. Jim?

tbe letter."
"You may trust me to do that sir."
"1 know It. Jnnies. If things end happily—for me—we will leave Mexico for

to

home

barn the kernel. I plant the coru by a habit more easily prevented thai
hand, using a spoon-like implement that cured. Give the hens plenty of exer
I made which holds not over seven ker- cise, with a variety of food. Gather th<
nels, thereby hasteuing the work. When eggs frequently, provide sufficient rest

are wanted machine-planted corn
does not prove as satisfactory to mo.
I cultivate both ways of the Held and
hoe twice. 1 keep the cultivator at
work until there are no weeds. I never
got any profit from weeds; what 1 want
The corn planted has been a
is corn.
Vermont variety eight rowed, large kernel and small cob. Two years ago 1
crossed it with the Longfellow, which
has given ears averaging nearly one foot
to
long and a yield of about 200 bushels
the acre. If farmers raised more core
and bought less western feed they would
have more money, especially when grain*
this year.
are as high priced as they are
—Ν. E. Homestead.
ears

nigbt

Good

night,

"God bless you, sir."
Tbe door opened and closed, and
James was alone, but a long time passed before be moved from bis position
In tbe middle of tbe floor, and only <Jod

provoking anc

unprofitable than a fiock of hem
which has acquired the habit of eating
their eggs, says H. S. Ba cock. This if
more

tomorrow

Jimmy."

TO CURE EGG EATING HENS.
more

$2,000 iu American

It Is in the secretary.
money, sir.
Shall I get it for you?"
"No. uo. I do not want It. In the
event of your reading the letter to
which 1 have referred It will tell you
have
Just what to do. The amount you
will be Rutiiclent for your expenses. I

house with pine lumber,
was tiuishing
He insome of it twelve inches wide.
formed me the last crop on the land
-was potatoes, and the rows could be
plainly eeeu when the timber was cut.the
During one of my rambles through
forest many years ago, in search of wild
bees, a line led me on strange ground,
While searching the tree I came acrosf
an old board fence that was supported
in position by small trees. There was
nothing to show the land had ever been
cleared, and I concluded the fence had
inclosed forest for pasture when the
pioneer had only a little cleared. Or
making inquiries I found several persons,
not old enough to be in their prime oi
life, who had seen a tine crop of wheal
growing on the land.—Tribune Farmer,

There is nothing

over

and keep one or more pore©
lain eggs upon the fioor of the house
are advisable, and a meal
nests
Dark
diet is excellent.
To cure the habit provide dark nesti
and add meat to the food. Remove th<
end from several eggs and pour out tin ,
Make a mixture of flour
contents.
pepper, addin| I
ground mustard and red
to
a little water to hold the materials
and
shells
the
place upoi
gether. Pill
the floor of the hen house. The hem
will make a wild scramble for these pre
down some ο
pared eggs, will gobble
be gaspin(
the contents, and will soon
;
with open beaks. Follow up this treat
to
touch ai
ment until the hens refuse

ing places

I

HOOD FJWM

Breeding Powder
Makes
productive
non-breeding

cows

Should be used Afltr
Abortion, when cows fail to breed,
when they are irregular, and when
they do not clean. In one herd waa
successful with 34 out of 40 cows
treated.
and

profitable.

Hood Farm
Treatment
; Abortion
cowe with the
Consists in
I

injecting
Breeding Powder, which thoroughly
disinfecte, kills all germe, and makes
cows breed, followed by the use of
Hood Farm Abortion Cure, which

and perhaps is, som«
egg. It seems,
ill effect
what severe, but no permanent
smoking
leari ι
saltpetre will follow. The hens will soon
as the r strengthens the organs to hold the fœthat eggs are not so palatable
quart
from th B tus.
All cowe that show signs of
regarded them, and will desist
gallons
bad habit. Positive cures have follow
Slinking their calves should be given
pounds
The most successful
this remedy.
ed this method.—Southern Fancier.

j pounds
j

positively

I

only

parte

he ! treatment of abortion.
Corn may be considered the staple
aβ
Two slsee of each remedy —tl and >2.SO.
food, although a variety of grain,etc
Large holds four times dollar el»©.
wheat screenings, oats, buckwheat,
Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure la a positive
is highly relished.
care for milk fever, and will save your moat

such a
Especially is cooked food,
aharj turnips or potatoes, mashed with met
to th β
and fed warm, advantageous
fowls on cold, frosty mornings.

valuable

cowe.

Hood Farm Remedies are sold by

F. A.

SHURTLEFf

k

South Pari·, M*

CO.»

she murmured:
"If you will step to one side so that
Maria cannot see you and will strike a
cerillo under the pretense of lighting
your cigar. I will draw aside my mantilla. I think that will help you to un-

derstand."
Pendleton obeyed the suggestion with
such promptness that she was not fully
prepared for It, and the conscious flush
that suffused her face at her own temerity was there still when the light
of the wax match was reflected back
upon him from her dark but brilliant
eyes. Just one aspirated breath of surprise escaped him; then he turned
away and leisurely lighted his cigar.
"Thauk you," lie said, resuming his
former position against the framework
of the summer house.
"Do you understand now. Senor Pendleton?" she asked.
"I think so—In part, not wholly."
"The duel must not take place."
"It cannot be avoided, senorita."
"You are the challenging party; you
can

withdraw."

"Impossible."

"Captain Rompro is the best shot in
Mexico. He will kill you."
"Quite likely." with an expressive
shrug of bis shoulders.
"There must be no duel! It shall not
take place!" she said vehemently.
"Unless Senor Romero elects to apologize to me and withdraw, which i«
extremely unlikely, It must take place,

"If I will tell you my name and explain all that you do not know of this
affair"—
"Pardon me, senorita, but you are
wasting words. You should understand that even better than I. If Romero kills me, you will have nothing t.i

regret; if I kill Itomero. I should prefer to remain In Ignorance of your
name. I think, therefore, it Is bettor to
leave things as they are. I perceive

"Perhaps you had better fill my cigar

James. I may not have enough
with um·. On the table In my dressing
room you will find several letters that
I huve written during the day. If 1 do
not return—that Is. if I am not here by
noou tomorrow—you will see that they
I refer, of course, to
ure delivered.
such olthem as can be delivered. The
others you will post Among them is
one for yourself, but on uo account are
tomoryou to opeu It before 12 o'clock
12.
row, or we will say a quurtcr past
IIow much ready money have you at

tbat I lui vp never beard your voice before, because it Is one that I could not
forget. 1 do uot know If I bave ever
seen your fuce, since I cauuot see It
now. uud 1 aiu very sure tbat I have
given no man cause for such a meeting
on account of any woman since I have
been in Mexico."
Again sbe was silent for a moment.
Presently, In a tone so lowered that It
barely reached his sense of hearing,

senorita."

case.

RAPID GROWTH OP POREST TREES
If it was generally known how quickly
timber could bo grown on land that lias
been cleared of primeval forest, there
would be many waste places planted
with trees. Most people, when measuring the diameter of a tree and counting the growths of each year to ascertain
its age, get the impression that is the
of the same
average growth for all trees
kind. This is a mistaken idea, as trees
foot in
one
will grow to the size of
diameter on land that has been cleared
and laid to the sun for a» few years in
one-third the time they will among the
large trees of an original forest.
Thirty years ago, when pulling stumps
on the homestead, an oak tree was torn
out by the roots that showed thirteen
years' growth and measured thirteen
inches in diameter close to the ground.
When visiting in Susquehanna County,

where

The h(#nr was rather early for the
frequenters of the place, and only

quietly:

THE PRODUCTION
How to produce the
dairymen need is a very important question. At the meeting of the Vermont
dairymen's association I was surprised
to find many dairymen feeding no grain
and getting good results. I recently sawone herd of 38 cows producing one pound
butter per cow per day and they had had
This dairyno grain since last August.
man was feeding protein but was raising
first
his
all
it. He had
crop of hay in
the barn by July 2. This early cut hay
is rowen and rowen and corn fodder is
all he feeds.
By growing more clover and better
grasses and cutting it early we can
furnish all the protein necessary. An
old Scotchman in Vermont, who never
bought any grain, but always surpassed
his neighbors in raising cattle and making butter, would fertilize in the spring
the ground which had been in corn and
potatoes and then seed to grass, using
five pecks to the acre of timothy and
clover in equal parts by measure. This
is cut early in June and mowed four and
sometimes live times a year.
We have many silos in Vermont. I
like tv e single thickness of boards,
rather narrow, say 0 or 7 inches wide.
My silo has been built 14 years, of
double boards with paper between. It
wad painted on the inside with hot tar
to which had been added several pounds
of rosin. In tilling the silo I mix the
silage thoroughly, ears and leaves together, but do not tread it. Keep it
even iu filling and when finishing heap
it up in the centre.—X. E. Homestead.

a

ba.vu.

should feel better, but"—
Au imperious gesture Interrupted
further remark by the servant, und a
moment later Burr Pendleton said

PROTEIN
protein which

happened

gambling

"No. 1 will take the case with me.
You are to romain here. James, and on
I
no account leave these rooms until
return or until some accommodating
friend calls to tell you that 1 am not
likely to d" so."
"If the matter were to be settled at
fence, sir. Instead of with pistols. I

OF

Penn., I

Passoo do In Reforma. There
lashed the horses into a run so that the
four miles to Cbapultepec were quickly
covered, and ten minutes later the vehicle came to a stop In front of the great
resort in the village of Tacu-

gerly.

—Κλ

utilize them to the greatest
Hoard's Dairyman.

and himself know what words he whls
pered during those moments of silent

CHAPTER L

appear.
The farmer needs a business, agricultural education, and not a commercial
education. Why the farmer should send
his boy to a school of shorthand and
bookkeeping when he intends him to
Why
farm, is hard to understand.
should not the lawyer go to a theological
school to learn his business; the doctor
to a law school to learn his profession?
These things would be regarded as absurd in the so-called professional avocations, though the farmer persists in
educating his boy along lines which are
of the least service in his life work. lie
prefers to let him delve away, gathering
from hard knocks in the bitter school of
experience the things which the agricultural college can put within his reach
at but little cost, in the shortest period

Cou.ntt or Oxford. 98.
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation. |
use ter
To prepare bams for
Pari·. Jan. 23, A, D. 1WK I
Upon tiik Eokeooiso Libkl, ORDERED
of salt, four ouuees of
That the Libelant giie notice to the said Samuc
of Ne*
three ounce· salerutus, one
S Τ Mmpeon to appear before the Justice of ou
watei
molasses, and six
Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Parli Orleans
of hams.
Keef
within and for the County of Oxfonl, on to
for one hundred
smoke
second Tue·»·lay of March. A. D. ΙΙΜΙ, by pub
them in the brine six weeks, then
llshlng an attested copy of said Ibel, and tnl
or 1er thereon. three week· successively In tb
• >xford Democrat, a
uewspaper printed In Paris
necessary
Two things are
In our County of Oxfonl. the ast publication t J
of fowls in con
be JO day· at least prior to eald secuud Tue» la; r to the proper wintering
of March. 1M«. that he may there aa 1 then t
finement. One is proper and sufficien
our said Court appear and show cause, If an;
food and the other proper ventilation.
he have, why the prayer of eald Libelant eboul< I
not be granted.
A. R SAVAGE,
1
the best cement and
Use
Justice of tbe Sup. Jud. Court.
sane '
A true copy of the libel and order of corn 1 sand for oernent doors, two
ttoroon.
and one of cement.
AIM: CHARLES Ψ. WHITMAN, CMrt
_

THE KNIFE

The farmer needs to learn that science
is simply facts systematically arranged;
that science is a friend and not a foe;
that the so-called scientist is not of
necessity a man without practical
knowledge. He does not appreciate
that the simple truths which he knows
and applies as a result of long years of
experience in contact with nature, are
scientific truths. If he had a better
idea of what science really is, and the
relation of its simple truths to his business, he would have less fear of it.
Finally, the farmer needs a business
education. lie needs to be taught that
there are better ways of doing things;
that there are cheaper ways of making
butter and cheese; that there are cheaper
ways of feeding cattle; that there are
better ways of tilling the soil, and thus
economizing labor and reducing the cost
of crop production. All of these things
are possible, and when the farmer appreciates that the agricultural college can
do these things for him, the abyss now
existing between them will quickly dis-

* ^

1ΙΙΙΙ*Ι·Ι·>·1<

»| ΦΙ

nature.

INTENSIVE CULTURE.
I do not plant a large acreage of corn
as I do most of my work alone,
hiring
only a few days' help during the year,
therefore, caunot attend to a large
amount.
I prefer a clay loam, where
potatoes have been grown the previous
year. I plow to a depth of 7 inches, put
on a light dressiug of manure and thoroughly harrow it iu with a spring-tooth
harrow. 1 harrow the ground until it is
thoroughly pulverized like an onion bed.
1 use a small plow to mark it in rows
3 1-2 feet apart, then draw a chain across
the same
in the opposite direction
distance apart. This makes the space
same
each
the
hills
between the
way,
making it easy tu cultivate both ways
of
free
circulation
a
and also admitting
air to the foliage. I deal in fertilizers
so sometimes I use one kind and again
another, using 500 pounds to the acre,
applying in the hill, and covering it with
earth to the depth of 1-2 inch with the
toe as the coru is dropped so it will not

LORANA KEENE, ward, of BttckHeld. Elrsl
and flnal accourt presented for allowance by
EDGAR DAVIS of Woodstock. wanl.
Hon fot license to sell and convey real
presented by Emma M. Davis. guar-Uau.

OK

The farmers of the country have become so accustomed to allow their public and political alfairs to be shaped by
those engaged iu other avocations or by
those engagaged in no avocation at all
that it is difficult to get out of the ruts
in this matter. One of our exchanges
commenting upon the unrecognized
power possessed by those who represent
the agricultural aud live stock interests
of the country says that the allied interests connected with farming, when couuted as a total, dwarf all other interests.
This is uo doubt true. The biggest
busiuess on earth is of course feeding
the people, and clothiug them comes
All that we eat must come
next to it.
out of the ground aud practically all
that we wear. The two main tliiugs in
life then, are the concern of those who
till the ground and feed the herbs and
docks; all the other industries are concerned either in preparing the things to
them.
eat aud wear, or distributing
And yet we all kuow that the class representing the lar.est amount of wealth
in the world, and doing the work without which all maukiud would perish off
the face of the earth, the farmers and
the stockmen, exercise the very minimum of influence in the progress of the
world. This is a matter for those who
constitute the largest class of people iu
this country, and whose work furnishes
the chief basis for its wealth, to ponder
The first thing that is
over frequently.
needed to give them their share of influence in the country's and the world's
affairs is more education, a higher intelligence. Every day new additions are
being made to the endowments of great
institutions in the cities and for the use
of city people; schools of high grade
ami high schools are springing up for
the use of children in cities and towns;
but nothing is doue for the children of
the man on the farm. They must be
content with the "three K's" unless
well enough off to go away from home.
U r)i4»r«* no In»!h for thin? Are farmers
coûtent for their children to be relatively ignorant? Is there no way to raise the
standard of intelligence on the farm! Do
they never think about these things?—
Mirror and Farmer.
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Just one aeplruted breath υ) surprise escaped him.
three of the tables were In operation.
Pendleton did not bestow so much as a
glance upou any of them, but strode
the length of the salon, passed out
again upon the piazza and down

among the network of graveled paths
which dissected into every conceivable
design the luxuriant vegetation of the
garden. He followed one of these
until it ended abruptly at a rus-

paths

tic summer house.
December nights, even in and near
the City of Mexico, are chilly If not
cold, and the fur lined coat that Pendleton wore was by no means a bur-

also that Maria, as you called lier. Is
becoming impatient or anxious."
She understood perfectly well his
meaning, but she remained motionless
and silent several moments, drumming
one of her little feet Impatiently upon
the earthen floor. Finally she took one
step nearer to him and extended one
hand. In which was a letter.
"Will yo<i take this?" she asked. "It
contains something that 1 wrote this
afternoon, and it is for you. I ask only
that you will read It; not now. not
here." she added hastily when she saw
tbat lie was producing his case of cerillos; "later, at your leisure, before you
meet Captain Romero. Good night, senor." She turned away the instant bis

fingers closed upon the letter, passed
through the doorway and. followed by
her servant, disappeared along the
winding pathway.
Pendleton smoked on leisurely for
some time; then be lighted another ce-

rillo and looked at bis watch. The hour
was nearly 10, and he hastened frotu

den. As he approached the summer
house he drew the collar around his
1 erceiving
ears and passed Inside.
that he was the sole occupant, he
lighted a cigar and stood with his back
against a section of the framework
while he awaited the absent party to
the tryst. Ten minutes later his patience was rewarded.
Pendleton could hear the sound of
approaching footsteps on the gravel
and presently the vine shrouded doorof a
way was darkened by the figure
woman closely veiled. Behind her, six
feet away, was another, but instead of
the lace mantilla which decorated the
head while It concealed the features of
her companion ehe was covered by a
dark colored eerape, and even In that
dim light which was almost darkness
It was easily perceivable that she filled

the capacity of duenna.
Pendleton cast his cigar aside and,
lifting his hat bowed low.
"I am glad, senorlta, that I arrived
before you did, since It has spared you
the unpleasantness of waiting." he
said. "Your message assured me that
servyou speak English and that your
ant does not, from which 1 decided
that you preferred me to use that
tongue. Will you be seated, senorlta ?"
She was silent a moment before replying. as If she lacked the courage to
speak, but at last in a low voice that
was Indescribably sweet, she said slow-

ly:

"I thank you a thousand tlmee, seIn comnor, not only for your kindness
ing to me here, but also for the secrecy
that I feel assured you have Imposed
upon yourself at my request."
"You may be assured of that much,

aeuorita."

"If you will Indulge me still further,
I will remain In the doorway as I am
now.

My position serves

two

purposes,

since I remain In full view of the servant and iH the same time screen you
from observation. I asked you to meet
me h«»re. nenor, because I knew that I
was less likely to be recognized In this
place and also because the grand opera
has attracted nearly If not
In the

city

quite all of those who might identify
me."

Pendleton bowed, but made no reply.
Presently she continued:
"You are to engage in a duel in the
morning, Senor Pendleton. I have been
so

Informed."

"Your information is correct"
"1 commit an Impertinence, but may
I Inquire the cause?"
"It grieves me, senorlta, that It is out
of ray power to enlighten you."
"Do you mean that you cannot or

that you will not?"
"Possibly both, senorlta. It would
scarcely accord with my idea of ethics
to do so lu any case, but happily I am
spared the necessity for discrimina-

tion. for I do not know the reason myeelf. at least not the real cause. Of
course the gentleman who compelled

Ine to challenge him Insulted me grossly before I did so, but I am utterly unthe
aware of bis reason for seeking

quarrel."

is"—she whispered the
name evidently to prevent the duenna
from hearing lt-"Captain Ignacio Bo·
"And

he

mero."

Pendleton bowed again.

••You flght with plstolef
"We are expected to do so."
"May I aak the name of your second

fat this affair?"

"Captain Agramonte."
She took one impultive step forward

If remembering that the
were upoa
«yes of the other woman
aa hastily withdrew to her former

and then,

lier,

as

but her voice was keyed a
tone lower, and it was plethoric with
Intensity when she spoke again.
"I am the cause of your duel, Senot
Pendleton," she said.
"Your' he responded incredulously,
"I have not even the honor of knowlni
fwi
year nam·, sençrlta. I up Quite

position,

letter aud thought, with a grim smile,
that lie was more than likely to have
ample time to read it, as she hod suggested, at his "leisure."

CHAPTER II.
AN AFFAIR OF

WHEN

HONOR.

the carriage in which
Burr Pendleton was a prisoner arrived at its destination, the lasso was removed, but the serape which so effectually
hoodwinked him was not disturbed.
One of his captors took him by the arm,
and he was informed that If he would
walk along quietly no harm would befall him.

ing

lie

speak.

to

complied

without

deign-

He was conscious that his feet
crunched upon gruvel paths which
wound in and out among shrubbery,
for the branches frequently brushed
against him, and once he thought it
that he was again within the

probable

secluded garden of the Tacubaya gambling house. This illusion was soon dispelled. however, for after passing
across an extended court that was flagged with stone and thence into a second- shrubbed and graveled lnclosure
he was directed to mount a flight of

three steps, and he knew that he entered an apartment of some kind.
There was the yielding touch of soft
carpeting under his tread, and the
warm air was quite in contrast with
the chill without. lie was bidden courteously to wait one moment and was
left standing in the middle of the lloor.

lie heard the sound made by a closing
door, and after what seemed an interminable period, although it could not
have been more than a minute or two,
he attempted to relieve himself of the

blinding serape.

There was no resistance, and upon
casting It aside he discovered that he
Ills conductor had disapwas alone.

peared.

For a moment he stared around him
In amazement. This was certainly not
the sort of treatment he had expected.

He began to think that perhaps they
not bandits after all; the surroundings of that moment did not suggest such au explanation. The room
was richly, even luxuriously, furnished, nnd his lirst quick glance told him
that it was the favorite living room of
a lady: the pictures on the walls, the
chairs, the piano nnd the books that
Uttered the table all assured him of
The wide, low window,
that much.
throngh which lie believed lie had entered the room, was open. Not so the
iron bars that protected It, but they
told him nothing, since every lioqse In
Mexico has Its windows so furnished.
Ile peered out through the grating, but
he could see nothing except the outlines of tall trees showing against the
sky. There was nothing by which lie
could determine his locality, so he turned back into the room again aud crossed to the table, where one of the lamps
were

which the

apartment

was supHis glance rested
upon a slip of paper with writing upon
it, aud he read these words:

with

plied

was

burning.

Pomlleton—If you are mystifUd concernevents of this «veiling, read Hie Utter
that last canie Into your possession.
There was no signature, but he recognized the chirograph}· as the en me
as that lie had received early In the
calling him to Tacubaya. and he
Scnor

inif the

day

added mentally. "Where I was fo»l
enough to go to be trapped by a woman."
His cigars were Intact, and ho lighted one. Then, after arranglne tli" lamp

to hi* mimosas. lie drooped Into
easy chair near the table, pr «html
the letter which had been given Ιυ him
by his companion in the summer
house, brute the seal and began:
mon»

au

fur the
your pardon. Senor Pendleton,
indignity that 1 am forced to thrust upon you. I
have determined to prevent the meeting bet<\ η
an I have n<> h ,>
you ind Captain Romero, and
tint you will consent to abandon all thought of
nr
In
this
antidpation nf
it I have prepared
refusai. You will not lie detained lunger than ι·
f.
it
ncccSMiry—that is, only a little hn^tr.
will not l>c possible to lib'rate you during the
Twenty-four Imupî «il I ο
hours cf daylight.
In tie
the duration of your imprisonment.
meantime jou »vill l>e left entirely alone. Your
«ill
room is supplied with every netc>«ity you
as
it-quire during thai time, and when it expires,
head
•00η as you have placed the serj|>c over your
taken
to that you ean see nothing, you will be
back to the city, or at least as far us III Cabillit«
to
return
is
Intention
it
that
your
I am informed
to New York tomorrow night. I regret that I will
not b# able to liberate you soon enough fur you to
hours
carry out your plan. The train leaves three
Hut you need nut Ik- (iretoo early for that.
un
train
vented from taking the early morning
the other road. If you wlil leave your New York
with
jte
address on the table, I will commun!
care to co-iiiiiunicatc
you again; also, should you
with your servant, if you will write the messa.-e
and throw it through the grating it your window, it will be delivered at once. If I have placed
the duel and
you in a false position concerning
of honor, I can a«ure
your masculine conception
will thank
when
come
will
you
the
day
you tliat
ocme (or what I have done, if the opportunity
one that
the
as
I
did
I will iign this letter
cur*.
for
who
One
prefers,
tu
Tacubaya.
brought you
the present, to be knuwn to you only as
Ca nil EX.
I

Δ terapi·. was throum over hie head.
the place, entered bis carriage and,
telling tbe driver to return even faster
than be cunie out, started toward tbe
city, six miles distant.
From Tacubaya to Chapultepec tbe
highway is particularly desolate and
at night it is shrouded In Impenetrable

gloom.

Formerly the locality

was

a

favorite resort for bandits, an·] until

recently tbe night tramcars were escorted by mounted soldiery. Even now
they go In pairs and trios for the sake
of additional safety. Now occurrences
when travelers along that thoroughfare are molested are very rare Indeed,
but such incidents do happen once or

twice In tbe course of a year.
Midway between the village and the
castle Pendleton heard a sharp command to halt. At the same instant the
carriage stopped suddenly, nud a mo-

at
ment later several faces appeared
the windows on either side, and the
but
passenger was requested firmly,
politely, to alight. lie had not a weapon
of any sert except tbe case of unloaded
dueling pistols, and there was nothing
for him to do but obey. Then, almost

his feet were on the ground,
his head, a
serape was thrown over
lasso was wound several times around
his body, and he was led away through
the darkness. He heard his own carriage start rapidly down the road Just
anothas his abductors thrust him Into
not tell In
er one, and then he could
which direction he was taken, for the
It
vehicle made several turns before
adopted a direct course.
for
"I will miss all my engagements
tonight and the one tn the morning,
to
too, unless I can bribe these fellows
me out," waa his mental com-

as soon as
a

help

ment. "My friend the eenorita may
have her way after all."
It did not occur to him that "the nenorlta" might have taken forcible measevent of
ures to prevent tbe duel in the
his refusal to accede to her wishes reit, but he did remember the

garding

Pains in the Back
Âre

symptôme of

a

weak, torpid

01

01
stagnant condition of the kidneys
liver, and are a warning it is extremely
hazardous to neglect, so importai)!

healthy action of these organs.
They are commonly attended by lost

is a

of energy, lack of courage, and sometimes by gloomy foreboding and de-

spondency.

"I had pains In my bactr, conld not nicer
fell
and when I got up in the morning
tak
worse than the night before. I began
cat:
I
now
and
Ing Hood's Sareaparilla
and able tc
sleep and get up feeling rested
do my work. I attribute my cure entlrelj
N. Pekby
Mrs.
J.
to Hood's Sarsnparilla."
care H. S. Copeland, Pike Koad, Ala.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Cure kidney and liver troubles, relievi
the back, and build up the whole system

cravc

Pendleton folded the letter and reto his pocket. Then he looked
at his wntch and discovered that It
he
was not yet midnight. After that
moodily up and down the room

turned It

paced

many times.
"Of course she mentis to read what"and
ever I write to James," he mused,
If I say anything In explanation of my
absence the message will not go. The
let
only thing I can do is to tell him to
things stand as they are until later,
and I must do that; otherwise he will
be out of the city before I am out of
here unless"—
There were writing materials on the
table, and he indited the following

message to his valet:
me
You will extend the time of waiting for
until
twenty-four hours. Do nothing whatever
them
If there should be callers, tell
that time.
all that I will be praiared to reccive everybody
at midnight tomorrow night—tonight of the day
you receive this.

D. P.

lie thrust the message through the
In the
grating, extinguished the lights
see the
room and stood on guard to
to take it, and
person who should come
when that person apiwared he recognized In the graceful walk and carriage
the lady 01' his «tervlew In the gambling house. Sb; kept her face turned
fact that It
away notwithstanding the
was concealed by the lace mantilla.
But he had already seen it twice since
he came to Mexico, and he understood

wish
the act to mean that she did not
her
him to address her, so he permitted
to depart In silence.
Burr Pendleton by reason of his faa
talistic propensities might have been
good Mohammedan, and he accepted
bis enforced leisure with entire cnlninot break
nese. He knew that he could
tfirough the bars at the window, and
t*o be
even If he might have done
would doubtless be recaptured. He
In
bad thought nut the predicament
which he found himself while be was
before
pacing up and down the room
be
he wrote the message to James, and

had arrived at the Zenoesque decision
be
that whfit could not be cured must
endured. Intensely annoyed and deep
down In his heart Intensely angry, be
only shrugged his shoulders, smiled
cynically and wondered, not without
amusement, what Captain Agra monte,
Romero and others would think and
fail to apsay of him when he should
nt the appear on the dueling ground
pointed time.

Then, sttll standing at the window In
the dark and puffing leisurely at his
cigar, lie began to plan his conduct
It was not an
after his liberation.
easy thing to do, for he realized that
even Agranionte, hisTriend, would Hud
It hard to believe that he had been forcibly detained from keeping his engagement. Lie knew thnt Romero nnd
his second would lose no time In branding the American as a coward and that,
uccording to the code duello, Captain
Itomero would have the undisputed
right to refuse another appointment
In concentrating his mind upon these
perplexities he also unconsciously concentrated his gaze upon a given point
among the shrubbery at a spot where
two paths parted at an acute angle,
(Kith to disappear in the darkness, and

to any person except those who are engaged in this affair, and to them you
must not explain any of the circumIf it is necessary to send me
stances.
to the city to communicate with your
second or another, you will wait at our
place of parting until I return. After
the duello there will still be time to return here without discovery, and you
must sulmiit to the bandage again, do
exactly as I direct and resume your
place in tills room as If you had not
been absent. And there Is one· other
point where I depend entirely upon
your honor, senor. It may be that we
will meet people on the road on our
You must remember that It
return.
will then be daylight. In such a case
I would be obliged to remove the bandage from your eyes until we have passed, but I hope such an event may he
avoided, but if it should occur we will
remain motionless until I can replace
tin- bandage. One more thing and the
last—you will promise never to recognize me after tonight either by name
or by sight, and that you will never attempt through me to seek out the identity of the lady who has caused you to
If you agree to all
be Imprisoned.
these conditions, senor, we need not

suddenly at the apex of the two paths
h«· discerned motion.

At first he believed It to l>e nn animal
of some kind, but it seemed larger, and
presently he decided that It was a human figure stretched at full length
sureupon the ground and slowly, but
ly. approaching the window where he

Instantly his perplexities were
forgotten, nnd he watched the approaching figure curiously. It was a
man clad In the charro costume of
home tanned leather affected by rurales, Indescribable in color and almost
Invisible at night. Pendleton realized
that he would never have discovered
the figure had it not happened that his
gaze was concentrated upon It at the
stood.

delay."

"I can think of only one reservation,
my friend, and that concerns the return here. If I am alive and able to
sit ou a horse, I will do as yoii say, but
it Is <|uitc likely that I may not be able
to return with you at all. In that ease
you will lie In trouble."
"I have considered that, senor. and I
will take the risk. I do not think you

very Instant It nppeared. Two men at
the same window engnged In conversation and not Intent upon anything In
particular might have looked upon It a
dozen times without seeing It once.
Quite naturally he asked himself the
lie
reason of tin* mysterious visit.

ihought of an attempt at assassination,
but dismissed the idea at once, and after conjecturing upon many possibili-

ties, all of which were Improbable, he
gave It up and waited. The true reaThe
son did not once occur to him.
Mexican nature Is naturally chivalrous,
all critics to the contrary notwithstanding. and IVmllctou was soon to have
ocular proof of It.
The stranger glided up the step·
with the silence and grace of a serpent. and when at last he had disposed
his full length laterally against the
building, with his face close to the
grating, he hissed very much like one.
I'endleton in the meantime had remained motionless and silent, but when
the man hissed he replied In his natural toues by asking In Spanish what
was

wanted.

"Silence!" commanded the man In η
sharp whisper. "It was I ivho brought

reyou here tonight, senor. I have
turned for the purpose of serving you.
If you will take the trouble to get
down on the Moor as close to me as posslble. there will be no danger of being
overlu-ard. Il* It should In' discovered
that I iim here. uiy power to serve you
will In* past, and I will be In grave

trouble. Que la gnstn. senor."
Pendleton was amused. He was also
Interested, und he did as the uian directed.

"Say on." ho said then, and the
stranger continued:
"You have an appointment with
Captain Romero near the Passeo at 5
In the morning. Is that true?"
"Quite true, unfortunately, for I cannot keep It. If you have come here to
as a messenger. I will be
offer

yourself

most grateful and, with your permission. will reward you to almost any
extent." replied Pendleton.
"I will do better than that, senor. If
I will
you will agree to the conditions
make."
"What will you do and what are the

conditions?"
"I will enable you to keep the ap-

pointment yourself, senor?"

Imagine conditions that
would make me hesitate upon the acceptance of such an offer, my friend.
canuot

"I

What are they? 1 agree to them in advance."
"I have the key that unlocks this
grating—that Is. I have a duplicate,
which Is as well. I have horses saddled and waiting, and there is still
time for all that is required even If you
should wish to send me to the city be-

fore the hour for the meeting. If you
agree to the conditions, I will accept
your word, and we will start at once."
"I have already agreed to them without hearing them. Let me know them
quickly, since you Insist upon It."
"As soon as we are under the shelter
of the trees I will blindfold you. You
to attempt to see anything, nor
can you remove the bandage from your
You
eyes until I grant permission.
must promise not to go to the city and

The utntniji rylidcd up the uteps uith the
{/race of a str/jciit.
wore Intended fur u bullet fired l>y
Captain Uomcro. Now a word or two
of instruction: 1 will open the grating
just sufficient for you to puss out. I
will then close it and relock It. Tho
You
window you will leave as it Is.
cannot crawl on the groun<l as I can

do. nor do I think ft necessary now.
Uuce outside tiie window you will go
to the bottom of the steps, and froui
there two quick leaps will take you into the shadow of the shrubbery, where
Leave your hat
you will await tne.
und coat where they are. I have provided a scrape and a sombrero lor

you."

make
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j That Cough ;
1 Hangs on

j

You have used all |
1 sorts of cough reme- S
1 dies but it does not ]
[yield; it is too deep
[seated. It may wear |
]
j itself out in time, but
is more liable to!

?

j

[it

'produce
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grippe, s

1 pneumonia or a seri- j

1 ous throat

affection,

j

I You need something I
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j strength
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else fails. There is no doubt
It nourishes,
about it.
builds
up and
strengthens,
makes the body strong and
healthy, not only to throw
off this hard cough, but to
fortify the system against
further attacks. If you are
run down or emaciated you
should certainly take this
nourishing food medicine.
si*. »nd $i.oo, *11 druggists.
S'"'.)Π U BOWNE, Chcmisti, Ntw
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York.
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of
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remedy.

It was a French physician who llrst
used it. Ills name was ordinaire, and
he was living as a refugee at Couvet,
In Switzerland, at the close of the
eighteenth century. I.Ike many other
he was
country doctors at that time,
also a druggist, and his favorite remeof
was a certain elixir of absinth

dy

which lie alone had the secret.
At his death he l>cqtient<d the fot·
inula to his housekeeper. Mile. Craud·
pierre, and she sold it to 'lie daughters
They cultiof Lieutenant llenrlod.
vated in their little garden the herbs
necessary for concocting it. and after
they had distilled a certain quantity of
the liquid they sold It on commission
to itinerant peddlers, who quickly disof it in the adjacent towns and

posed
villages.
Finally, during the lirst decade of the
nineteenth century, a wealthy distiller
the formula, and very soon
afterward lie placed on the market the
modern absinth, which differs greatly
from the old medical remedy, since the
latter contained no alcohol and very

purchased

little absinth.
111 m

lilen

perplexed

man.

of

Ifi'Mvrn.

The lad was about live years of age
lie asked
ami naturally Inquisitive.
his father questions he had never
heard before, and the fond parent was
a

The youngster got on the subject of
the next world one day and wanted to
know a lot of things. "Will you wear
a mustache in heaven, papa';" lie asked.
"I suppose 1 will, my son," replied
the father.
"You'll make a funny angel."
There was a long pause, and linally
the boy asked what kind of a place
heaven was. The father in order to
satisfy his sou went into lengthy details in descriMng its Itcsuty.
The lad listened with oi»en mouth
and finally said, "Why, papa, heaven
must look like the ten cent store!"—
PittkJhums Piuww

"Commence" or "ΠρκΙη."
writCommoner or begin? The best
ois, and the best speakers, also, prefer
"begin" to "commence" for nil everythis prefday purposes. The reason for
Iliat
erence Is not, as some have said.
of
"begin" is older, for "commence" is
nor is it,
very respectable antiquity;
is of
as others have said, that "begin"
Anglo-Saxon origin, for words of
or of Latin origin that have
French

been fully adopted into our language
as native
nre Just us good English
It is rather that "begin" has

words.

the streugth of simplicity, whereas
"commence" has fallen Into disrepute
from being associated with the cheap
finery of writing.—Elizabeth A. Withey
in Ladies' Home Journal.

experience.
"Oh, I don't know," answered the
experienced lad. "There's soiuc couples in this club that'll pay you more
for looking the other way an' not seein'
anything than they will for tiudlu' the

<

:

CO!rt»U£C.J

The (u<ldie'a K>omIkht.
"Good eyesight is necessary for a
cuddie, isn't it?" asked the boy of no

! EMULSION
1

B*

Absinth, the green liend tlint satuwas originalrates fashionable France,
medical
ly an extremely harmless

are not

to

[TO

You've got to learn when to
balls.
have the eyesight an' when not to have
It"—Chicago Post
Al>le to Anavrer.

Uncle—What
Georgle?

nro

you

crying for,

Oeorgie—Teacher caned me because
I was the only one—boo-hoo—able to

answer a

question today.

Uncle (indignantly)—This Is scandalous, my poor boy I What was the ques-

I

tion?
Georgie (between sobs)—Who put the
bent pin Id the teacher's chair?—TitBit*.

ESTABLISHED ItSU.

She Φ*ί ovd fleraocrat, I
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AT WOOD A FORBES,
E4Mmi tad

Proprietor*.

Giomi M. atvoou.

A. B. Fouss.

Turn·JO a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise tXw a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisement*
AOTUTisxMum
are given three consecutive Insertion· (or |1 Λ)
In
Inch
of
per
length column. Special contract·
marie with local, transient and yearly advertisers.

Job Pmnrrua:—New type, faat preeee·, steam
power, experienced work m α and low price·
combine to make this department of oar h usine·· complete and popular.
WltiLK COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cento
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publlehers or for the convenience of natrons
single copies of each Issue ha*e been placed on
-»
•ale at the following places In the County :
South Harts,
Parlln's Drug Store.
5i:
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Norway,
Noyee' Drug Store. L-i
Stone'· Drug Store. >it
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
BuckdeM,
A. F. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
Eryeburg,
Paris Hill,
Mrs. Hariow, l'o«t Office.
West Paris.
Samuel T. White.

BUCKFIELD.
BRYANT POND.
Misses Georgia and Laura Ζ. Dean left
The usual storm arrived two days bevisit
fore Pomona, so the attendance was not town Wednesday for an extended
In Worcester, Mass.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU nearly as large m it would have been on with friends
Mrs. Pearson and daughter, after sixaccount of bad traveling. There were
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
the
about forty came by rail and an interest- teen days' tarry at Buckfield after
with the train, have returned to
ing meeting and a good time was enjoy- collison
PARIS HILL.
ed by all. Prof. Bateman of Lewiston their home, and are said to be improvPint Baptist Church, Her. H. U. Btahop, was present, also Mr. and Mrs. W. K. ing.
m.
a.
11
at
Pastor. Preaching every Sunday
It is often said and often ooours that
Hamlin and C. S. Hamlin and Miss AnSunday School at 19 Μ. Sabbath Evening 8cr
The one death brings two more in quick
▼toe at 7:90 P. M. Prayer Keating Thundty nie Hamlin of South Waterford.
Undertaker E.
evening at 7 30 r. M.
literary programme was good. Singing succession. This week
Universalis! Church:
Sunday School every
and Mrs. Quinby Perham, Mrs. G. Cole has had three calls. First Mrs.
Mr.
by
Sunday at 11 a. κ.
Mrs.
Etta Bobbins and Mrs. Annie Davis. Morse of West Buckfield, then
Coffreh of South Buckfield; TuesEugene L. Jackson returned to bis Songs by Frank York and Miss Fay of Chas.Mrs. Clarinda
Hooper of Turner
home in Brownton, Minn., last week. South Paris. Special mention should be day,
Mrs.
He has been visiting at bis old home for made of the readings by Mrs. Will Lur- died at the home of her daughter,
V. P. DeCoster, of East Buckfield. The
the past two months.
vey of West Paris and Mrs. Lillian Luxinterment were at
Rev. F. E. Barton of Bethel and Mrs. ton of Milton Plantation, which were ex- funeral services and
her late home in Turner.
Aug. S. Thayer of Portland were guests ceptionally good and much enjoyed.
Forty-six couples attended the old
The next entertainment of the Universat O. A. Thayer's last Friday.
folks' ball at Nezinscot Hall Feb. 3d.
Miss Julia May Wing of Bath is visit- alist society will be held Feb. 13th at
Orchestra
Grange Hall. A laughable farcical en- Music by Payne A Plummer's
ing at Mr. Geo. Mellen's.
Fine they say.
Mrs. Mary Daniel of West Paris has tertainment entitled "The Old Maidal of Lewiston, six pieces.
a fine
and
Fine
Fine
music.
supper
been spending a week with Mrs. Marble. Association" wi 1 be presented to be folwas served by F. A. RobMr. Prentiss Ripley of Cambridge, lowed by a social dance. Price of ad- time. Supper
inson of Hotel Long. Stanley Bisbee,
Mass., Mrs. Lester Jones of Highwood, mission 10 cents, dancing 15 cents.
of
Dr. Ε. B. Clark of Canton arrived in Dr. Stanwood, Mr. Eaton and wives
Ct., and Mr. and Mrs. Will Parlin of
also 6. E.
Paris dined at O. A. Thayer's Sunday. town Tuesday to eucceed Dr. Carroll, Rumford Falls were present,
and Homer N.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet who is to practice at Bumford Falls. Pulsifer'of West Sumner
with Dr. Houghton, Tuesday afternoon Dr. Carroll will move his family to Chase of Auburn.
Mrs. Arthur Sampson of Auburn has
at 2 o'clock.
Virginia where he has hired a house.
The Woman's Missionary Society of Dr. Clark is a young man and comes to been in town of late.
the Baptist church will meet with Mrs. us highly recommended, and we wish
FRYEBUHG.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

WEST

BETHEL
were no

1

a

paralytic shook.

County

Directory

County

Supreme

death of her sister two years ago Miss
Curtis has lived alone, but a near neighbor has always visited her at night
Last Tuesday
and in the morning.
morning she was found unconscious upon the floor of the kitchen, and from all
appea- auces had been in this condition
eince the early part of Monday evening,
The fire
as tea was nearly prepared.
bad burned out and the bitterness of the
night added to the seriousness of her
condition. She is still in a very critical
condition with little chance of recovery.
Misses Emma and Evelyn Curtis came to

their ice.
Ο. B. Dodge, who lias been in Boston
for several weeks, is now spending a few
weeks at S. P. Davie'.
Ernest Farrar is hauling potatoes and
straw to the Blanchard <k Twitchell Co.
at Cambridge.
-act

Mr. G. W.
chants' day.
a new

sleigh.

CONVENTION ARRANGEMENTS
The Christian Endeavorers all over
New England are much interested in the
plans for the New England convention,
to be held in Boston, Oct. 14, 15, 10 and
17, 1902.
The programme committee has just
outlined some of the features of this
The committee consists of
:ev. Chas. D. Crane of Maine, Rev. John
E. Smith of New Hampshire, Col. E. G.
Osgood of Vermont, Dr. F. B. Sprague
of Rhode Island, Rev. Russell T. Ilall,
D. D., of Connecticut, II. N. Lathrop,
George E. Copeland, Rev. Jas. J. Dunlop, George W. Coleman, Arthur W.
Robinson of Massachusetts.
The opening session will be held Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 14, with the usual
opening exercises, welcomes, responses,
etc. There will also be two addresses
at this session, the speakers to be announced later.
Tuesday evening the
,lGood Citizenship."
theme will be
Wednesday will be state day, and ouiet
hour meetings will be held in the morning at the state headquarters. The programme for the remainder of the day
has been left with the state organizations, and the meetings will be held at
the various state headquarters.
On Thursday morning one large quiet
hour meeting will be held in Tremont
Temple. Following that, in the same
auditorium, there will be a discussion of
the practical methods of work along the
lines of the various activities of Christian

fathering.

Deputy

Barro Punching- Profanity.
his book "A Day With α Tramp

In
and Other Days" Walter Wyckoff tells
the following story of profanity and
burro punching in the west:
"The burros plainly shared the feeling of relief in reaching a more passable region, and the art of burro punchbegan consequently to disclose its

ing
difficulties.
"They were most difficult to manage
at the fords. Generally they scattered

to the four winds at the first approach
to water, and when we had corralled
them again and forced them down to
the brink they would stand calmly,
planted ankle deep 4n the stream, resolutely determined not to move.
"It was then that Price gave vent to
and I am bound to own
real

number of remnants and
short lengths which I have put out
I and marked at very low prices.
I have a lew good trades left iu
Corsets and Underwear.
find

of their ancestors.
"By some subtle perception they
seemed to understand that this meant
business, and slowly at first, but presfourth

generation

Yours

The closing session on Thursday evening will have for its general subject,
as
Workers
"Christian Endeavorers
Along Evangelistic Lines."
Junior Work will receive especial attention at this meeting, and a conference
of junior workers will be held on each
day of the convention.
Friday, Oct. 17, will be devoted to
sight seeing in and about Boston, and
excursions will be arranged to all points
of historic interest.
The officers of the United society have
joined heartily in this work. The completion of the details with reference to
the programme has been left to a subcommittee, consisting of Rev. J. J. Dunlop, Dr. F. B. Sprague, Rev. John E.
Smith, H. N. Lathrop, Geo. W. Coleman

and Arthur W. Robinson.

Special

rates will be secured from all
points in New England, the railroads
co-opcrating heartily in the plan for
bringing the Endeavorers of New England together in Boston.
As there is to be no international convention this year, this gathering will

take the place of the larger conventions,
and in influence and interest promises to
be the equal of many of those meetings.
SAVED HER CHILD'S

LIFE.

"In three weeks our chubby little boy
changed by Pneumonia almost to a
skeleton," writes Mrs. W. Watkins, of
"A terrible cough set
Pleasant City, O.
in, that, in spite of a good doctor's
treatment for several weeks, grew worse
We then used Dr. King's
every day.
New Discovery for Consumption, and
our darling was soon sound and well.
We are sure this grand medicine saved
his life. Millions know it's the only sure
cure for Coughs, Colds and all Lung
diseases. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway, guarTrial
antee satisfaction.
50c, $1.00.
was

bottles free.

A LEGACY OF THE

GRIP

Is often a run-down system. Weakness, nervousness, lack of appetite, energy and ambition, with disordered liver
and kidneys often follow an attack of
The greatest
this wretched disease.
need then is Electric Bitters, the splenand
did tonic, blood purifier
regulator
Thouof Stomach, Liver and Kidneys.
sands have proved that they wonderfully
strengthen the nerves, build up the system, and restore to health and good
If sufspirits after an attack of Grip.
Perfect
fering, try them. Only COc.

satisfaction

guaranteed by

Co., South
Store, Norway.
leff

&

Par s;

F. A. Shurt-

We

—

and Indeed

our

parents

But lobsters are still tortured
out of existence, the only difference being that, while formerly they were exclusively boiled to death, now some are
boiled and some are broiled. Which

merly.

no one
process causes the most agony

say.—Exchange.

Monotonous Tonen.

If voices were cultivated toward expression In speaking as well as in singing, the variety of tone would be very
agreeable to the listener. Many people
find the monotonous tone used In ev-

eryday conversation very Irritating
and would hail with delight any method which would tend toward breaking
this tiresome sameness. Even beauty
of tone doqp not save this monotony
Λ-nrn /xtnrlnmnntlnn.
It Is like strikillii
musical instrument over
and over again. The teaching of elocution should be of aid in this direction or the practice of reading aloud,
striving to give proper expression to

one

special good

Also

key of

η

each sentence.—Detroit News-Tribune.

Department Store Rrparlre.
"What are these things?" asked the
customer.
"Biackiward crasprs," said the shop-

girl.

don't want anything thnt will
I want a chalk
erase a blackboard.
"I

mark eraser."
"That's what I meant. These are
chalk mark erasers. Anything else?"
"Yes. I want some lead pencils."
"We haven't any lead pencils. We
bave some wo den cylinders with
Will
on the iuside of them.
Tribune.

full

a

Hamburg

line of

new

and Laces

New Patterns and

Entirely

| rices.

at

Styles.

values in

SHEETINGS AND PILLOW TUBING, READYMADE SHEETS AND PILLOW SLIPS.
1000 yards 40 in. Sheeting in short lengths
at θ cents per yard.

& Co.
Dayton Bolster
Maine.

N.

South Paris,

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

°<

Men's Rubber Boots
$2 75 and $3.00.
Notwithstanding
for

$2.75
here.

in the

$3

we

a

pair

More kinds,

County,

and

one

on

shall continue to sell them

00, the same old

If you need

goods.

buy

and

price

the fact that the wholesale

Rubbers has advanced,

price,

but all

new

you cannot do better than to

more

of the

stock than any
in

largest

two sfores

the State,

can

be found at

SMILEY

STORE,

SHOE

MAINE.

NORWAY,
£. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
W-EAWERH ΤΚΪ.ΚΙΜΙΟΛΚ IM-.1.

F.

W.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Blankets and Robes Must Go!
ALL OF MY ODD LOTS OF BLANKETS AND ROBES

WILL GO IN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS AT REDUCED

physical mechanism becomes the least
bit deranged.—Washington Star.

forefathers

showing

arc

very reasonable

cure

Noyes Drug graphite
they do as well?"—Chicago

In Kennebec County during 1001 there
was paid in liquor fines the eum of $27,815.03. All that it cost to get this sum
was $5,713.50, divided as follows: Prose-

LACES.

One of the most beneficial features of
sea bath Is the salt water inadvertently swallowed by bathers. It Is a
wonderful tonic for the liver, stomach
In many cases It will
ami kidneys.

—let calves bleed slowly to death, on
the theory that in 110 other way could
white meat be secured, and later on
calves were bled one day and killed the
next.
Now, every one knows that a
calf can be killed in α humane manner
and the veal made Just as good, and,
generally speaking, animals killed for
food have been put out of the way in
11 much more humane manner tiian for-

<*

HAMBURG

a

Cruelty to Lobater·.
It Is singular how the cruel practice
of boiling lobsters alive continues. Our

®ears the

CASTORIA For Mints and Children.
Th· Kind You Have Alwajs Bougbt

beyond."

biliousness when all drug preparations have failed. It is peculiarly effoctive In ordinary cases of Indigestion,
disordered stomach nnd insomnia and
lias been known to produce excellent
results In many cases of dyspepsia.
Clean sea water is full of tonic and
scdutive properties. It won't hurt anybody. Indeed two or three big swallows of it would be of positive benefit
to nine bathers out of ten. It Is not,
of course, a palatable or tempting doeo
to take, but neither is quinine or calo-

PARIS, ME.

SOUTH

....

K«»TER.\ TELKPIIOMi: 103-11.

Swallowing Salt Water.

can

BLOCK,

MAXIM

as

started down the trail

respectfully,

Mrs. L. B. Andrews,

though they rather enjoyed
the water, they waded through and

ently.

a

1

profanity,

that it was effective. When beating
and prodding and the milder Invective
failed to urge the burros forward,
Price would stand back, pale with
rage, and begin to swear, calling upon
all his gods and blasting the repUta
tion of his beasts unto the third and

These will include "Open
Endeavor.
Parliaments," "Round Tables" and
"Schools of Methods," the idea being to
You ppldom If ever see an old
mel.
bring out the best way in which
sailor who Is bilious or dyspeptic or a
Christian Endeavor work can be done.
The first half of the Thursday after- victim to insomnia, and why? For the
noon session will be devoted to mission- reason that an ocean of good medicine
ary addresses and the latter part to spreads all about his sky. and he doses
junior work.
himself copiously with it whenever Ills

η

Augusta

mer-

Miss Hester Kimball spent the past
week with Mre. J. H. Estes, Rumford.
The Toung Whist Club was very
pleasantly entertained at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett last week.
Porter Farwell, G. K. Hastings, J. H.
Swan, C. H. Kimball and others are cutting and landing pulp wood, birch, etc.

County

R.,

8ETM =

Tracy visited Norway

Walter Bartlett has recently purchased

County Commissioners.

siedlcal

Which I· the
Fathef Time.
Greenwich, as an English town, le
the
lotliing very remarkable, but as
le the
headquarters of Father Time It
Its
meet important spot on the e.irth.
time Is in every longitude of the globe,
ind every land, excepting Spain, Portugal and Russia, measures the hours
Nu navigator on
from Its meridian.
In
Juty, li without Greenwich time
sight, and every town and geographiΚ η Enerltsh Town
Ilenilquarter· of

Since the

County

►

Λ FTÉR going through my stock, I

MERIDIAN OF GREENWICH.

cal point is known by its distance east
Buck'·.
from the Greenwich observaDr. S. B. Morse and Mrs. Jennie Ben- or west
lett and son George came to attend tory.
le almother's and
:heir
grandmother's Ask the time, and the answer
funeral.
ways in even hours ahead or behind
Mrs. Bennett is sick with the grippe. Greenwich or else the exact Greenwich time. In Great Britain, Belgium
NORTH STONEHAM.
and Holland you get the Greenwich
district
closed
School in this
Friday, time. One hour before Greenwich time
Ian. 81st, after a term of twelve weeks,
rules In Germany, Austrla-IIungary,
Ina
Gammon.
baught by
and
He is Denmurk, Ituly, Sweden, Norway
Herbert Adams gets no better.
Switzerland.
treatment.
to
for
medical
Boston
[going
Two hours nhead of Greenwich Is
Blanche Adame finished her school at
Bartlett borough Friday, and is at home. adopted in Bulgaria, Roumanlu and
Amos McKeen of North Lovell is at Turkey in Europe. Eight hours ahead
Bethel more than thirty years ago and
carried on a first-class millinery store, work for Kiley McKeen.
of Greenwieh applies In the PhilipWinnie McKeen is staying a week
but retired from business several years
pines. Nine hours before the GreenMr. and Mrs.
ago. They were very refined, cultured with her grandparents,
wich time is used In Australia.
ladies, and those who had the pleasure Wm. Gammon.
Ten hours ahead of Greenwich Is offiMrs. Artemas Grover from Fryeburg
of their friendship always found true,
cial In Victoria, Queensland and Tasloyal friends. Many friends had ad- visited at Will Culbert's last week.
mania. The l/'nlted States, Canada and
vised Miss Curtis not to live alone, but
GRAFTON.
Mexico have adopted the fifth, seventh
she chose so to do and this sad event is
R. L. Farrar and S. P. Davis are haul- and eighth hours after.
muah regretted by her friends and neighing their pulp wood through the Notch,
bors.
So It 1b around the earth—every tick
Mrs. Addie Thorn ofStoneham, Mass., landing it near Mrs. Morse's.
of every clock regulated by Greenwich
E. 0. Brown was in town recently.
is a guest of her cousin, Mrs. J. 6.
York Herald.
Most of the farmers here have secured time.—New

suffered

him success, for a good doctor is much
Saturday night and Sunday fifteen
needed in the place.
inches of snow fell, and Sunday night
The primary department of schoole
there was a heavy thunder shower, acclosed last week on Friday. The gramwith a high wind.
mar department closes this week on Fri- companied
Oxford
Court
Dr. Allen is moving his goods out of
day.
the Morgan house.
B. O. Dunn has moved his family into
and
Miss Alice Hill is at home on a vacaOfficers for
the Crooker rent, just vacated by Dr.
tion.
Carroll.
Mr. Henry Tarbox and son are ship1901-2.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mann attended the
Thursday, accidentally put one corner
several bushels of cucumbers every Gehring.
of his axe into the top of his foot, mak- clerks1 ball at Norway on Tuesday even- ping
Encouraging news comes from Mr. O.
day.
a wound which will lay him up for ing.
iug
H. Shirley, Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
The district schools closed Friday.
Judicial Court.
lias
Mies
Lena
Felt, stenographer,
two or three weeks.
Miss Louise Phillips is visiting her
Thursday evening, the Bethel Festival
Second Tuesday of March.
Few seem to appreciate the privileges finished her labors at West Poland and
Chorus gave a concert in Garland Chapel.
father, Mr. John Phillips.
Second Tuesday of October.
offered them in periodicals at the library. is stopping at home for the present.
Word lias been received here that Mr. Miss Alice Chamberlin soprano soloist
Winfield Bipley, Jr., has returned
We have regularly:
Scribner's, McCarnegie will give a building worth and Mrs. Clarence York of Augusta
Probate Court.
Clure's, St. Nicholas, Harper's Bazar, home to Wakefield, Mass.
$7500 to be used as a library, provided contralto soloist. The programme was
Mrs. Edith Bryant of Lewiston will
At So*til Pari·.
Outing. Judge, Country Life in America,
the people here will contribute 10 per very happily arranged and carried out,
Outlook, I.adies' Home Journal, Smart arrive in town Saturday. She will live
Third Tuesday of each month except August.'
and much credit is due those who had it
cent for books.
Set, Everybody's Magazine, Scientific in the rent over Dudley's store, lately
Miss
Reba Lord
entertained her in charge.
At Frysborg.
have
who
the
Chandlers
and
Youth's Companion
American,
occupied by
friends with a whist party at the Oxford.
Friday afternoon, the Bethel FederaEli *t Tuesdays of June and December.
These are loaned, moved to Bethel.
Oxford Democrat.
Miss Walker took the first prize, and tion of Clubs met in the pretty lecture
with certain restrictions, to those that
At Rymford Falls.
Miss Ruth Goodnow the consolation room of the M. E. church.
A large
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday wish to take them home.
Mrs. Caroline Bailey, a native of this prize.
number were present and the following
of Mav, third Tuesday of A ugust, second TuesW. H. Cummings and H. L. Scribner
Mr. Charles Abbott has gone to Prov- papers were presented, full of good
day of November.
place, died at her home, 76 Everett
are cutting some of the wood which they
Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., on Thursday, idence.
thoughts:
H.
D.
and
of
Η.
E.
recently
bought
Court of
Commissioners.
Feb. 6. She was 38 years old. She was
A dance at Wiley's Hall Friday night. The National Congres* of Mothers,
Hammond.
Their purchase includes
Mrs. Martha B. Chapman.
the wife of F. W. Bailey, and was well
At South Pa la.
the standing wood and timber on a
Paper, Victoria, Wife, Mother, Queen,
The funeral was
Utricular sessions:—Second Tuesday of May. wooded lot of about fifteen acres on the known in Chelsea.
Mra. Mxui Farwell.
C.
the
10
Last Tuesday of
held Saturday forenoon at
Fir·** Tuesday of September.
Randolph
young Paper, Harmony,
o'clock,
Surbridge,
Miss Annie Jfrye.
uortlieast corner of the Hammond farm.
Dwember.
who
and
stock
of
Λ
Boston,
Remarkable
at
School In the Black Beit,
burial being
Woodlawn cemetery.
broker,
lawyer
Pnppr,
The lot lies convenient to the road, its
Miss Addle Gorton
is reported to have mysteriously disapgreatest length being about sixty rods
EAST HEBRON.
peared, Jan. 29, from a hotel in Wash- After the papers the question, Which
on the Buikfield road, adjoining Ο. M.
John M. Phllbrook, Chairman,
Bethel,
A heavy storm of hail, thunder and ington, was brought up in this place by should be given the
predominance,
is
mixed
Bowker's
land
on
It
the
east
.'onathan Bartlett.
East Stonehani.
visited here last Sabbath even- William Durgin and wife from the time house-keeping or home-making? While
Randall L. Taylor,
Mexico
growth, and most of it is quite thick, lightning
The he was two or three years of age. Much even our most careful housekeepers
and lasted about two hours.
little of it haviug been cut. Cummings ing,
tlashes of lightning over the white snow surprise is manifested here over the favored the latter part of the question,
and Scribner have three years in which
Officers.
No re- event. He fitted for college at Fryeburg where to draw the line that harmony
made it appear still more vivid.
to cut it, aud will make a beginning this
Charles F. Whitman,South Parts, Cl'k of < ourts.
may exist between the two, producing
port of damage has been heard from Academy.
County Attorney. winter.
Eltery C. Park, lsethel.
The Boston Journal says: The liabili- the perfect home, was the question disthis vicinity so far.
J. Hastings Bean, South Parts, Register of Deeds.
♦ ioo wltSnK Curirra lûff Kaktn/1 ViSm /ni·
The trustees of the academy have votcussed.
a
A. M. Fogg has been very ill for
Eckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
Itegtster of Deeds, (Western District.) ed to make some repair* on the building. short time, but is said to be gaining money loaned or sunk inhia transactions
Thursday evening, Holman F. Day of
Addleon F. Herrlck. Bethel,
Judge of Probate. It will be painted on the outside, a new somewhat of late.
are said to be in the vicinity of $80,000. Auburn will appear in Odeon Hall in
Albert D. 1'ark, South Parts, Register of Probate
hard wood door will be laid in the hall,
Noah Bicknell has gained lately in To cover this there is only the life in- the second entertainment of the series,
George M. Atwood, South Paris. County Trea*.
It
Jame· R. Tucker, South Pari·, Sheriff and Jailer. and more or less renovating done.
strength. He can dress without help, surance of $100,000. One of the last under the auspices of the Christian Enwas also voted to offer the free use of
and sits by the fire with the family, and messages received from Surbridge was deavor. No doubt Mr. Day with his
the building to the town so long as the
Sheriffs.
at the table and
takes his meals with to the effect that this insurance was all reputation as a Maine poet and interprettown shall maintain a free high school
Parler
them.
Henry K. Hammond, Crier,
paid up and that if anything happened er of his own writings will draw a
there.
Jame* L. Parker,
Norway.
Mrs. Moses Snell is now able to walk to him, the people who had aided him crowded houee.
Thaddeus Cross,
The
members of the Democrat force
Norway.
>around the house, and sits up a large would get it.
Albert P. Rassett,
Norway. are
K'EPT BETHEL.
eating candy at the expense of one share of the time each day.
BethelSurbridge left Boston in a hurry when
Cyru· M. Wonuel),
Winter is passing away.
of
their
Ernest
F.
The
Shaw.
number,
George G. Shirley.
Fryeburg.
Isaac W. Marshall, although he has he went and he did not have time to obEast Hiram
cause is the arrival of another "Shaw
Edgar L. Flint,
Soon after "Yes, Spring will come; the gloomy weather,
seen his fourscore and six years still re- tain all the funds he needed.
Porter.
Jame· W. Chapman,
χ m slain by some magician's hand,
boy'' in town Tuesday night.
tains his intellect, and will converse just his arrival in Washington, money was Shall pass away, and blooming heather
Walter C Baseett,
I vw
tin*
Annicion
nf
Itiu
unvuntv.
»^o*elJ·
Dtxfleld.
Don A. Gate",
him
as he did when we first saw
many telegraphed him from Boston.
Again sprout up and green the land.
Canton. ninth birthday on
Bonello A. Barrows,
January 28th, several
The little examination that has been
ago. Last week he told of sitting
Bnckfleld. of the
A. F. Warren,
and friends of George years
"Yes, 8prlng will come; the pretty flowers,
neighbors
Falls.
Rumford
David
done
has
reon his grandfather's,
Marshall's,
Harris L. Elliot*,
among Surbridge's affairs
Tue cberlsned darlings of the sun,
Brldgton L. Mellen gave him a pleasant surprise knee, and
John F Davl»,
Will sweeten all the passing hoursbeing entertained by his his- vealed them to be in a tangled state.
Bethel. party. Not to be outdone by the neighMilton Penley,
Show their bright faces, every one.
of
Bunker
of
of
his
One
the victims
transactions
of incidents of the battle
Rumford Fall·.
Fred A. Porter.
Mr. Mellen opened for this occa- tory
Waterford. bors.
Hill.
His father was in that battle, is Miss Minnie Bradley of this place.
Addison E. Holt,
'Yes,
Spring will come; the tuneful chorus
Bryant'· Pond. sion two bottles of wine that had a his- being'quite young when he entered
Of piping birds we soon shall hear—
Wellington Bird.
The smiling heavens, aglow before us.
tory. This wine was left from a lunch service.
HIRAM.
Shall hold their music far and near."
given to the late Gen. U. S. Grant at
Mr. John F. Wentworth is seriously
Joseph Marshall, a brother of I. W.
Island Pond, upon the occasion of his
Claude N. Mills of Portland spent
COMING EVENTS.
Marshall, died in his home in North- ill with appendicitis.
trip over the Atlantic «.% St. Lawrence
On Feb. 1 Mrs. Sarah Clemons passed Sunday last with his parents, Mr. and
75
Jan.
26,
Mass.,
years.
aged
Railroad, and after the lunch was pre- borough,
Feb. 10.—Lecture bv Rev. C. C. Pbelan of Lew
Πΐβ her 86th birthday. She was visited by Mrs. W. D. Mills.
lived in this place.
He
Sub- sented
Nton. Methtnllst church. South Pari·.
Frank Shaltz was taken suddenly ill
by Conductor Waterhouse to Mr. wifeformerly
several children, and the day was a very
the
Two
of
still
survives.
family
"ClvHlzatlou."
ject,
and carefully preserved by him
in the hotel here one day last week, and
Mrs. pleasant one for all.
Feb 13.14— Annual encampment. Department Mellen,
have passed away in the year.
since that time. Being now in his 80th
of Maine, G. A. R., Augusta.
Eli C. Wadeworth makes a visit this has not yet fully recovered.
Miranda Glover of Hebron passed away
Feb. 19—CUnttig concert of People's Lecture year, Mr. Mellen
declares that he
The road breakers were out Wednesweek to Augusta.
last spring.
<'<>or»e. Methodist church. South Parle.
thought 'twould do no harm to open it.
On Jan. 30th the Knights of Pythias day with a team of eight horses, and
Feb. 23.—Magnolia Minstrels, South Parts.
March λ—Town meeting In most Oxford County Mr. Mellen's friends were not all present;
and the Sisterhood held a public install- opened a passage through to the village.
OXFORD
towns.
the house wouldn't have held them.
Charles F. Reed of Hartford has been
Some fifty members came from
Mrs. Dora Carlton of Portland, young- ation.
March «— Oxford Pomona Grange, West Paris.
The
"Sons
and
Daughters of Maine" est
March 11 —Supreme Judicial Court, Souih Paris.
of the late Bev. Isaac Carl- Bridgton, and a general good time and in town a number of days selling flavordaughter
in
Unlversal'st
Ashland. Mass., held their second anMarch 36, 27 —Rose Carnival of
extracts and medicines of his prepawho was for many years pastor of good cheer prevailed. The presence of ing
Good Cheer Soc'etj, South Paris.
nual reunion and banquet on the evening ton,
tion from house to house.
the Congregational church in this place, the Grand Chancellor added much to
of Jan. 29th,
Ernest F.
Twitchell, has been
Sunday over a foot of dry snow fell
the interest of the occasion.
visiting friends in town.
SKW ADVERTISEMENTS
formerly of this town, being one of the
Our schools have generally been suc- here, and the storm ended with lightMrs. Hannaford of Welchville died
committee in charge of the affair. Over
ning, followed by a high wind, making
the 2d, leaving three young cessful, and most of them have closed.
eighty were present, and a roll-call by Sunday,
Feb. 6, thermometer 28 below zero; the roads impassable for two days.
Blankets and Robes Must Go.
children.
counties showed every county of Maine
Men's Rubber Boots
If Candlemas Day be cloudy, with snow,
Miss Estelle Knight of Otisfield died Feb. 7, 10 below zero.
the Mouth.
Northwest winds will surely blow.
except Hancock represented. Principal of
Specialty for
Feb. 3d.
pneumonia
Monday,
Hamburg and Laces.
C. S. Bragdon of the high school in his
greenwood]
Κ '-e \ Imon 1 < ream.
The Oxford Minstrels gave an enterIf lightning comes on Candlemas Day
remarks stated a well known fact in sayThe matter with Candlemas
Statement Western Assurance Company.
Day Winter will sis weeks longer stay.
tainment Saturday evening to a full
Statement Qulncy Mutual Ktre Insurance Co. ing that the real glory of Maine is her
eeems to have been that nature got
house at Bobinson Hall.
I2i>.60 were
Statement Traders and Mechanics Mutual
BROWNFIfeLD
and
great men,
asking the question taken.
things rather mixed here. There were
Insurance Co.
where she has received the ability to
a dozen fiashes of lightning, acQuite a heavy thunder shower passed
Statement Ph<pnlx Assurance Co., Limited.
Mrs. nearly
Farris
has
moved
into
Dr.
Statement The Delaware Insurance Co.
furnish them, answered it by saying, "It
companied by half as many claps of over this town Sunday evening.
Keith's new house.
Notice of Appointment.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Rowe are visithas developed the individual rather than
one of which came in about a
Nellie Hayes is going to New York to thunder,
the clan. In Massachusetts there is a
second after the flash.
Thunder and ing their daughters in Peabody, Mass.,
visit friends.
population of 340 to a square mile; in
HERE AND THERE.
lightning in winter are rare, and happen and will remain eeveral weeks.
Mrs. Frank Keene is very sick.
Maine but 20. There is a large territory.
Miss Maria Mansfield is at
home
at long intervals.
In an old noteA thunder shower and hail storm only
Its educational facilities are good, its
book occurs this entry: Thunder show- from a two weeks' visit in Portland.
added variety to the weather Sunday
The daily dispatches announcing Miss
Miss Myrtle Ilarmon is visiting friends
colleges small. The young nurtured on
er, Dec. 14, 1863.
Stone's release as imminent or reporting the
farm, brought in touch with the night.
About fifteen
inches of snow fell in New Hampshire.
The Parsonage Society met at the
the negotiations as having failed, have
brain of the president and faculty, a
Mr. F. Stanley of Bridgton was in
ntUK
nt^nn(]om«a
Sunday, but they attended the Pomona
been suspended for a few days, since the
student has a better lot than when he is
on the following Tues- town recently.
A Pythian Sisterhood was organized Grange meeting
last failure.
These contradictory rebut an individual unit scarcely known
There is to be preaching in the Conall the same.
Friday afternoon, Jan. 31, called Craigie day
ports would be really ludicrous if it to the college instructor and officials."
A letter from Mr. Davis of Minnesota gregational church next Sunday.
with forty charter
were not so serious a matter.
To be
Mr. David Seavey is in very poor
Hansom Ripley died suddenly Thurs- Assembly, No. 60,
have had but very little winter
members. Three ladies from Berwick, says they
four months a prisoner in the hands of
day at his home about three miles north Mrs. Bean, Mrs. Goes and Mrs. Noyes, there, only a few inches of snow, and health, also Mr. Levi Seavey.
lawless men. no matter with what con- of
the Hill.
The funeral was held Satbut a short time. Fishing
Married, in Boston, Feb. 4th, at TreThe that remained
assisted in instituting the order.
sideration she may be treated, can not
has been good of late, quite a number mont Temple, by Rev. Mr. Evarts, Mr.
afternoon, and interment in Hillofficers were elected and inbe anything but a terrible experience urday
li.
τ
IT
A II/VK
u:nn
following
side Cemetery. Mr. Kiplev was 78 years
having been caught that weighed from
for any woman.
stalled :
of age, and was a native of Paris, in
twelve to twenty-two pounds.
How it I.inna A. Frink, daughter of J. L. Frink,
P. C. C.—Mrs. John Chailbourne.
w hich town he lived all his life
makes the mouth water, just to write Esq., of Brownfield.
except a
C. C.—Mrs. L. Wanlwell.
The Xew York Tribune tells a very few years of his young manhood which
V. C.—Mrs. (ieo. Cash.
about it.
SOUTH WOODSTOCK.
P.—Mrs L'hae. Bumpue.
readable little story about a schooner he spent in California.
He was one of
There is a standing invitation for citiK. of R. ami S.—Miss Ajçuee Fuller.
Our school closed on Friday last, the
loaded with whiskey designed for Ban- the best known citizens of the town, and
zens
to
visit
our
district
and
schools,
M. of S.—Mies Μ. Ε. Peterson.
term having been nine weeks.
last week your scribe accepted it, and winter
M. of Ε.—Mrs. Ellis Stone.
gor, Maine. The captain tried to load particularly noted for his readiness in
This is a day of expansion in teleM. O.—lire. A. Loverlng.
his cargo, but in vain, owing to the vigi- informal discussion, especially on politvisited Miss Bradford's.
She is a firstM. at A -Mr». W HoMen.
matters as well as national.
Our
At the time of the Grecnlance of the officers, until finally he had ical topics.
class teacher, and the scholars seem to phone
A M. at Α.—Mies Eliza Hurnle.
Curtis Hill Telephone Co. is to be largerecourse to a brilliant and somewhat l. ick movement in the seventies, he w.is
I. U—Mrs. W. (innimon.
appreciate the effort made to teach
O. G.-Mr·. W. Twite hell.
ly extended in the spring and no one can
elaborate stratagem to get the officers one of the first to ally himself with the
them.
Pianist—Mrs. K. McAllster.
where it will etop.
As strange as it may seem there are tell
away, and hustled hie cargo off. The now party, and he never entirely forsook
R. L.
is having dressing
Paris Assembly was men with
families, who take no news- hauled toCummings
saving phrase, which redeems the story his allegiance, even though the party A delegation from
his farm from South Paris,
from incredibility, is that it is located in disappeared. When the free silver cause present during the evening and night. paper; and consequently know what is
that beautifully indefinite time, "some attained its prominence a few years An alPnight session was held, and as a going on in the world but little more which is to be applied to his apple trees
in the epring. His team takes a load of
since, he espoused it with equal zeal. surprise to the ladies the Knights of than "the beasts that perish."
years ago."
"Only
hay down and a load of manure back.
He was always ready to defend and ad- Pythias gave an oyster supper in the that and nothing more."
has also hauled a carload of wood
vocate his views, and did it with an im- banquet hall at 12 o'clock, and a very
The wise man says that "a word spoken He
Arizona may some day claim title to
ashes to his farm to be applied in the
The Paris in due
with a picturesque- enjoyable time was passed.
how good is it." And that
pressive
sincerity,
season,
our cherished appellation ''Pine Tree
ness of style which was
is true, providing it is the right kind of spring. We believe that the one who
vastly entertain- delegation returned home at 3:30.
State," as she is estimated to have withhas a good orchard of Baldwin trees in
The sportsmen are out in full force. a word. To illustrate: Some time
and with an earnestness which was
ing.
ago a
in her borders 10,01)0,000,000 feet of pine
almost fierce. Mr. Ripiey married Julia, Hundreds of fish are taken through the young man hired out to a farmer, com- bearing, has capital which will bring
suitable for sawing.
better returns than stocks or bonds, and
daughter of America Thayer, who diet! a ice every day.
mencing his work by eawing up the the
few years since.
capital will be gaining all the time,
He leaves a son,
at the door.
Soon the emwoodpile
if the trees are properly cared for.
MEXICO.
The war (of words) between England Prentiss T. Ripley, of Boston, and two
came along, and after looking at
ployer
and Germany still rages, each of them daughters, Mrs. Jones of Highwood,
Harry E. Osborn has gone from Fred the man at work a few minutes, said:
Wll SON'S MILLS.
"You seem to know how to saw wood
denying any participation in the attempt Ct., and Mrs. W. E. Parlin, who, with Stillman's to Rumford Falls to board.
S. F. Peaslee, Esq., of Upton, was in
Sam Thompson is quite sick at U. T.
to intervene during our war with Spain. her husband, lived at the homestead.
well, but I will give you a point or
fairly
town Monday.
It is too late now to have it of any seri- All the children were present at the Richards', but is reported improving.
two, which may prove to be worth
J. W. Buckman carries the mail to
ous consequence just what was done at funeral.
Many children are ill.
and if not they will do you no
knowing;
that time; and as the only result of the
Dwight Elliott is distributing a part of harm. In the first place, the nearer you Camp Meadows and the logging camps
thia side of Kennebago, once a week
a car load of "Cues" phosphate.
saw your wood at right
HEBRON.
controversy, on this side of the Atlantic,
angles, or
Thomas Stevens from
is to tickle Uncle Sam's pride at seeing
Mattapan, straight across, the easier it will saw, through the winter.
Miss Grace Bumpus is visiting friends
Mrs. W. H. Hart has gone to meet Mr.
the
Sabbath
with
his
how anxiously his friendship is now de- in Massachusetts, and before her réturn Mass., spent
par- and the sooner you will cut it off.
In
who has been away for medical
sired, perhaps it would be as well for home will visit Mrs. W. W. Hanscom ents.
the next place, if the stick is cleft, turn Hart
treatment since the last of December.
E. R. Stevens and wife came Saturday the back side from
both our European neighbors to call off in New York.
you, and the splintand returned Monday.
their dogs and drop the matter.
Ernest and Fred Sturtevant have gone
ers, if any, will not be so much in the
LOCKE'S MILLS.
We heard the sad news that Joseph
to Dixtield with their five horses to work
way, and if there is grit in the bark the
Horace Garey has been very poorly
Neal, a railroad employe, who formerly saw will throw it out, instead of drawThe Brooklyn bridge, once the eighth teaming.
lived in Mexico, died early Wednesday
for a few days past.
Mrs. Persian Everett is visiting her
ing it into the stick and dulling it." The
wonder of the world, and only a few
The previous Saturday he was
Mre. Perkins and son are stopping
Mr. Haskell, in New Hamp- morning.
young man says ho saw the points at
years since regarded as the solution of brother,
with her daughter, Mrs. Emma Felt.
at work. He lived near Smith's Crossonce, and they proved to be worth a
the problem of New York and Brooklyn shire.
in Rumford.
The storm of Sunday, the 2d, followed
Mrs. Ezekiel Merrill is very feeble this ing
good deal more than they cost.
transit, must now be reconstructed, in
Mrs. Isaac Quigley is helping care for
by a high wind Monday left the roads in
addition to several new bridges which winter. Her two daughters are at home Samuel
bad condition.
SWEDEN.
Thompson.
The youngest, a trained
are to be built, according to Bridge with her.
Mrs. Susan Libby, whose health has
J. M. Doyen lost a good horse recentColds still continue to be the leading
nurse, is taking care of her.
Commissioner Lindenthal.
been
horse
and
from
The
got loose,
bags fashion.
failing of late, went to Portland
H. K. Stearns is hauling some fine- ly.
of grain ate so much as to cause its
F. E. Stone has been quite sick from Saturday to stop with her daughter,
looking logs for sawing.
Mrs. Frank Patch.
Mr. Doyen purchased ulcerated teeth.
Race prejudice does not exist in the
A. G. Bowman hauled one pine log to death. Wednesday
mixed population of the Danish West South Paris this week thai measured a young horse from A. A. Worthley.
Lottie Bennett is improving someDuring the heavy downfall of snow
Chester A. Knox and Scott O. Dorr what.
And yet they are
Sunday evening, there were sharp flashes
Indies, so it is said.
nearly ten feet at the butt.
have contracted to build Mr. Etheridge'e
of lightning followed by quite heavy reabout to be annexed to the United
Mrs. Hugh Smart is on the sick list.
The storm Sunday made road breakSeth Brackett is confined to the house ports of thunder every few minutes for
States. Among all our states, territories,
house, near J. T. Hall's.
ing necessary on Monday.
the space of about one hour.
The 8th, too late to give you facts with rheumatism.
colonies, possessions, and other incumPrince Nash of East Raymond visited
pertaining to the matter, the bridge combrances, they will in that respect cerDENMARK.
mittee will open bide for building Mex- the Plummers last week.
EAST SUMNER.
Mr. Nash is
tainly be unique.
The many friends of Mrs. Herbert ico's abutment for Swift River bridge. at present
On Thursday, the 6thinst., the funeral
working in the paper mill at
Wectworth will be glad to learn that Metevier & Fisher are going to offer to Mechanic Falls.
services of Geo. Roscoe
Russell ocThe State Corps of Spanish War Vetshe is slowly recovering from her seri- build both the Mexico and Rumford
Lots of business across Keyes Pond curred. He was a son of Adoniram J.
erans completed its organization at a
ous illness, and is able to sit
the
for
and
be
which
abutments,
now.
up
specifications
Eighteen horses are making two Russell, late of North Hartford.
meeting in Portland Wednesday, by dressed.
are in every respect identical.
It is ex- and three trips each day—seven teams
In the death of Mr. Allen G. Abbott,
choice of the following officers:
The ladies' circle met at Odd Fellows' pected that M. G. Field and the Buzzell in all.
which occurred on the 28th ult., the
L.
Commander—Coi.
H.
BldKendall,
Corps
Hall Wednesday evening.
There was a Bros, will present bids.
The thunder shower of Sunday evening town has lost a well-known and respected
deford.
Senior Vice Commander—Lieut-Col. Charle· large attendance, and supper was served
was a great surprise to many.
citizen, age 88 years. His loyalty and
Col Hue. Portland.
in the upper hall.
SOUTH RUMFORD
patriotism was manifested during the
Junior Vice Commander—Capt. Wm. A. Paul,
The sad news of the death of Mrs.
*«ORTH PARIS.
civil war, as all of his sons, fiVe in numCharles Virgin is at home.
Auburn.
Adjutant—Col. Charles K. < >ngood. Blddeford. Ethel Smith, formerly Ethel Hodge, of
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Andrews are stop- ber, went into the service.
Ned Stuart has finished working for
Inspector—Meut. Charles E. Jeffrey, Bldde- Lawrence, Mass., was received by her Η. H. Hutchins.
The heavy snow of Sunday made the
ping at South Paris for a few days.
ford.
friends here a few days ago.
She was
Mrs. Andrews from South Paris is roads very hard for the teams.
Mrs. Tuttle from Cape Elizabeth ie
Judge Advocate—Lieut. A. J. Stearns, Nor·
interred at Woodfords, Maine.
Business about the mills and railroad
visiting at Frank Kimball's.
stopping at E. F. Elliott's.
Director—Lieut. Gilbert M. Elliott,
The late snow has made the lumberWe nave all kinds of weather this station is active.
There was an entertainment at the
Ken Debunk.
men very busy in this section.
Before the late storm about fifty corde
V. I. S. Hall Jan. 29th for the benefit of winter, but for a heavy snow storm and
Chaplain—James W. Carver, Auburn.
The firm of Hurd A Uarriman, black- the M. E. church.
blow to wind up with a thunder shower of wood and bark came in daily.
The corps council of administration is:
smiths, has been dissolved, and Mr. HarFred S. Palmer is at home on a vacaJan. 30th there was a dance at the V. is quite a novelty.
Mai- Blal f. Bradbury, Norway.
riman has moved to Milan, Ν. H.
School in the Tuell District closes tion for a short time. He has been the
I. S. Hall.
Uen. C· P. Mattocks, Portland.
Capt. Wm C. Goodwin, Brunswick.
past year in Rhode Island and Con-1
Nearly all have harvested their ice. Saturday, Feb. 8.
Capt. Lincoln H. Bamly, Auburn.
necticut.
HARTFORD.
The pecple at the Corner had an ice
The regular annual meeting of the assoOICKVALE.
L. D. Elliott sawed his by band.
J. H. Dearborn has gone to Whitman, plow.
NORWAY LAKE.
cia ion will be held in camp at Augusta Mass., to visit his friends.
Born, in Dickvale, Feb. 8d, to the wife
Born, Jan. 31st, to the wife of Royal
next August.
The Mothers' Clnb will meet with Mrs.
Ernest Ledden has gone to New York Clement, in Franklin Annex, a daugh- of Grafton B. Gordon, a daughter, 8 1-2
F. E. Pottle Feb. 10th.
in the interest of the Hartford Mineral ter!
pounds.
Mrs. C. W. Partridge's health is quite
Mr. Thayer did not move into the
Born, in Dickvale, Feb. δ, to the wife
Col. Edwin C. Milliken of Portland, Water Co.
Arthur Purkis has taken a job to haul Allen House, as reported last week, but of Leon Grant, a son, 11 1-4 pounds.
poor this winter. She is not able to go
now state pension agent and a member
There have been two cases of scarlet out any at present
of Boeworth Post, G. A. R.,of Portland, 100 cords of wood from Lincoln Purkis' into a house on Burgess Hill in Peru
Mrs. Ella Perry and daughter Elva
Annex known as the Royal Small place. fever at Melvin Knox's.
is announced as a candidate for depart- place to Buckiield.
visited at W. S. Partridge's Wednesday.
The sick ones are on the gain.
Aunt Marcia Bates only lacks about
McKinley School League was enterment commander at the annual encampMrs.
Walter Pride visited friend· at
Abbie
K.
Irish Is working for Mr·.
ment of the Department of Maine, G. A. two months of 96 years, and is as smart tained by Lee and George Elliott and
the Tillage Thursday.
Grafton Gordon.
tu a spring chicken.
] Mr. and Mrs. Willard Pratt Feb. β.
in
this week.
Forbes Wednesday afternoon at 2:30.
Miss Alice K. Hammond, who has
been in Boston for some two months for
medical treatment, returned home Tuesday in very good health.
Rev. W. W. Hooper will preach at
Paris Hill again next Sunday, Feb. 16th,
at 11 ▲. m.
Edgar Hutchins, while cutting wood

BUCKFIELD.

service· in the 1 I Mrs. Lydia J. Morse, widow of the
church. The Christian 1 ate Bradford Morse, paased away SaturEndeavor had an interesting program < lay, Feb. 1st, after a brief illness. Sbe
Dr.
prepared, appropriate to the anniversary 1 eaves one son and two daughters,
of the society, but the severity of the ! ieth B. Morse, who lives in Haverhill,
storm made it impossible to hold a : £aes., Mrs. Jennie Bennett of South
Paris, and Sarah. The latter bas always
service.
and will miss her
Monday, there was no session of the 1 ived with her motherhave
the sympathy
school at the academy and the "out of rery much. They ail
Mrs. Morse
town" students were several days re- < >f neighbors and friends.
The funeral services
vas 80 last July.
turning.
The Congregational Society will soon irere held Tueaday, the 4tb, Rev. B. F.
extend a call to Rev. Mr. Oleason of ruiner of Buckfleld officiating.
Gertrude Warren of North Buckfleld
New Tork to become its pastor.
Monday evening, Miss Emma Curtis ipent Saturday and Sunday at Harry

Sunday there
Congregational

PRICES.

One odd l;t of Collar Pads at 25 ce^ts each
JAMES N. FAVOR,
Tlio Tucltor

Harness

91 MAIN STREET,
United States It ranch of the
WESTKlt* AtittURASVCE COMPAWY
of Toronto, Canada.
Hon. G' o. A. (ox, Pres.
1.1. Kennev, Managing Director.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1901.
owned by the comliomle
Stocke and
#1,722,478 Ml
pany m rket value
'in
tbc company's principal
Cash
'·2
ortlce an·' In bank
Premium' In duecouree of collection,

hills receivable,...
Mortgages,

17<i,3li;
270.223 1»!
45,904 52
20,000 00

a-eets
Aggregate of all the admitted
#2,234,923 09
at their actual value
LIABILITIES. DEC. SI, 1901.
Net amount of unpaid loe-cs and
# 152,134 64
claims,
Amoi nt required to safely re insure
1,347,29607
alloutetandln/ risks
Total am-'unt of liabilities. except
1 499,431 31
capital >toek an I net surplus
735,4 I 78
Surplus beyond liabilities
W.

*2,234.923 09
Me.
.1. Whkki.kh & Co., Agte., South Paris,

Qui'ncy Mutual Fire Ins, Co,,
of

llulary, Mann.

ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1901.
Real Estate
Mortgage I.oane
Collateral I.oans
Stuck and Bonds
Cash In Office and
IMIls Receivable

$21,300 00

t!«.7(x)no

172,700 no
278.282 "0
6<>,747

Bank,

4«ï..V>0

»!»>
00

1.848 75
5 8tH 02
9.7S4 «7

Agents' Balances,..
Rents,
Uncollected Premiums,

Interest and

#t!»;6,»>7904
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1901.
#237,928 44
Unearned Premiums
6,i9« 75
All other liabilities
Gro's Assets

422.4M 85

#ti»;«1679
Total liabilities and surplus,
A. F. Lewis, Fryeburg;
j * ,M
A. 8. Hatiiawav Λ Co., Canton, t

(M

Traders and Mechanics Mutual
Insurance Company
Lowell,
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1901.
of

8TATF.WEST OF THE

Dhœnix Insurance Co.,
OK

Naait.

Real Fstate
Mortgage I.oane
Collateral and Personal,...
Stock» anil Bonds,
Cash In Ortlce and I'.ant

f M.250 no
90,54" W»
'6 oeo no
532 13»! 75
|i>.062 43
3.785 20
17 025 It

Interest ηη·Ι Rents,...

IIARTKORI), CONN.,

On the I t

day of January, 1902,

'he Capital stock of the
Which is all paid In, Is

Company.
$2,000,000.00

TIIE A8KKTS OF TIIE COMPANY

AKK AH

IOLLOW8:

Ifanil,
Agents

:ash

on

In

Bank,

anil with

tato .Stock» and KomU
Iaitf<>r<l Bank Stock*

llecellanoous Hunk Stock*
oriioratlon Stock* and Bonds,
Lillroaii Stock* anil Bonds,
ounty, City anil Water Homle,
teal

$862,442 48
11,650 00
559,880 00

465,930 00

uO

J,341,105 ftft
S·)·',110 Oft
460,196 82
29,00000
80,074 !0
44,541 22

lvstatc[

Collateral,

,< an* on
.can* on

Real Estate
iccumuli ted Interest an·! Rent*

$5,953,541 45

Total Cash Assets
LIABILITIES.
lash Capital
teserve for Out-tamllng I.oeses,,
leserve for Re-Insurance
let Surplus,...

♦ '.',ΙΙΟΟ,ΙΌΟ

INI

454,7*8 57
2,882,406 32
1,11β,-250 .Vf

Total Assets
$5,353,644 45
I). W. C. SKILTON, President.
EDWARD MILL1UAN, Secretary.

Connecticut, i
OK ΙΙΑΚΓΚΟΚΟ, j
ΙΙαΚΓΚοΚΙ), Jan. 4th, 1902.
I'ersonillv appeared, I). W. C. Skllton, I'resl
ent.ainl Edward Mllllgan, Secretary of said
'luenlx ln*uianco Company, and made oath
the truth of the foregoing statem· nt, by them
ubscrlbcd, according to tnelr beet knowledge
TATK ok

COI'NTV

nd lie lief.
Before me, Edwakij H.Cook, Notary Public.
Agent* Κκι ei.and IIowk, Norway.
Α κ mi* it E. Mokkison, Rumford Kail*, Me.
—

*244,247 19

Total

Surplus over all liabilities

store,

NORWAY, MAINE.

U. S. BRANCH

Phœnix Assurance Co.,
IjIMITED,
OF LOXUOK.
AH8KT8 DEC.
tock* and Homle
a«h In office and In Hank,
111'» receivable
nterci-tand lîcut*
rnrollecte I Premiums,

31, 1'JOl.

Gros< a**et*,
Admitted Assets
LIA

HII.ITIKM DEC.

$2,238,078 75
473,697 24
12,675 54
25,853 75
158,753 93
$2,k97,0'921

$2,807,06921
31, 1!<I)I.
# 429,974 90
1,885,ffiî4 48
194,410 73

η nil Children.
let unpaid losses,....
Uncollected Premiums,
'ncarned Premiums
One of my children was reading to
#t!83,800 42 ,11 other liabilities
Gross Assets
me in her English history how the
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1901.
T. ta I
$2,460,008 73
cution, $5,501.40; commitment, $10.08; mayor killed Wat Tyler. "I suppose it
#305>"t !4 25
437,049 48
urplus over all liabilities
Premiums,
kicked him," she remarked. I explain- Unearned Liabilities
76
ti.8-27
board, $212.18.
A11 Other
Total liabilities and s'irplus
$2,897,069 21
ed that the mayor was a man. "Oh,"
#312,692 01
BUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE.
Total
W. J. Wiieeler A Co.. a ecu te.
she said, "I thought a mare was an
371,10s 41
South Pan·, Maine.
Surplus over all liabilities,
The beet and most famous compound old gray horse!"
42
#C»3.800
ami surplus
in the world to conquer aches and kill
liabilities
Total
word
told
me that the
My mother
C-ires Cuts, heals Burne, and
A. F. Lewis, Fryeburg, } AffPIlU
NOTICE.
pains.
A#enle·
which she heard in church
C. H. Pki.nck, Bu' klleTd, 1
Bruises, subdues inflammation, masters "sundry,"
η the District Court of the United States for
much
her
in
the
exhortation,
puzzled
Millions of Boxes sold yearly.
Piles.
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
The Delaware Insurance Co.
the matter of
Works wonders in Boils, Ulcers, Felons, till she decided in her own mind it reΙΙΛRI.ES Κ. HARKKR, J In Bankruptcy.
of Phlladt lphla.
Skin Eruptions. It cures or no pay. 25 ferred to the hot, arid land of Palesof Rumford, Bankrupt. J
cente at F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.'s, South tine, where the Bible was written—·
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1001
To the creditor* of Charles K. Barker, 11 the
# 200,iioo no
nuiity of Oxfonl ami <ll*tilct afoiesald:
Real Relate
Paris; Noyes Drug Storer Norway, drug sun dry place.—Good Words.
Ι27,7·Όόθ
Notice Is hereby s*ven that on the 11th day of
Mortrnge 'nans......
stores.
3ϋ,<· η ou
Barker
in., A. D. 1902, the salu charle* K.
Collateral I.oane.
00
968,250
as
Ronds
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
and
Stocks
Shaking Hand·.
MILLIONS PUT TO WORK.
69,0·>5 89
rst meeting of his creditor* will lie heM at the
Cash in oflice and In Bank
2 s5l 6f>
Ât a duel the combatants discharged Bills Receivable
jU!t Mouse, In South Paris, on the 19th day
The wonderful activity of the new
2,403 76
Keb, Α. I». 1902, at 10 o'clock In ihe
Interest and Rents
152,22s 97
century is shown by an enormous de- their pistols without effect, whereupon t'ncollec'ed Premiums
irenoou, at which time the said creditor* may
65
2.992
and
one
the
interfered
of
seconds
pro- All other assets
mand for the world's best workers—Dr.
lead, prove their claim», appoint a trustee, exnine the bankrupt and transact such other
King's New Life Pills. For Constipa- posed that the duelists should shake
98
lslnese
as may properly come before «aid
#1,575,932
Gross Assets
tion, Sick Headache, Biliousness, or any hands.
eetlog.
93
Jan. 16,1902.
South
#1,575,982
or
Liver
Paris,
Admitted Assets,
trouble of Stomach,
Kidneys
To this the other second objected as
GEO. A. WILSON,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1991.
Only 25 cents at F. unnecessary.
they're unrivaled.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
# 88,570 00
A. Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Noyes
unpaid los«e*
"Their hands," said he, "have been Net
01
711.835
Premiums
Unearned
Drug Store, Norway.
Λ,087 24
NOTICE.
A U ether liabilities
shaking this half hour."
A charter has been granted to the
# 796,492 25 I II the District Court of the V iltcd State· for
Total
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
702,875 oo
The Retnrn Trip.
Cash Capital
Berwick, Eliot and Turk Street Railway.
In the matter of
)
76,5β5 68
over all liabilities
The line ia about twenty miles in length,
EVERETT L. SMART,
Passenger (on steamer en route to Surplus
{ In Bankruptcy.
ia
Governor
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
owner
93
and the principal
#1,575,932
Europe)—The steerage appears to be Total liabilities and surplus
Γο the creditor· of Everett L. Smart, In the
Me.
Hill.
8o.
Paris,
Chakleh F. Tolmam, Agent,
C< mnty of Oxfonl nnd district aforesaid :
empty. Don't emigrants ever return to
Sotlce Is hereby given that on the 25th day of
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough the old country?
8TATK OF MAINE.
n, A. D. 1902, the sal<l Kverett I.. Smart
ta duly adjudicated bankrupt, and thstthe first
Executive Department,
Captain—Oh, yes; but they always go
Remedy for a number of years and have
Aususta, Jan. 26,19ιι2.
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best
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the
that
in
News.
in
the
first
back
no hesitancy
cabin.—Chicago
saying
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boys
remedy.—Mra. J. A. Moore, North Star, in which she said, "If I had my way, In th Council Chamlwr, at Augusta on Friday ■- come before said meeting.
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Mich. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., E. P.
the 38th day of February next, at 4 o'clock r. M.
BYRON BOYD,
GEO. ▲. WILSON.
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girl· and the other
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in their history, and not since 1886 have mouth,
Quartette.
where he will open dental rooms. tion to his constituents. He has already
follows. The valedictory and salutatory Lullaby,
F. Brahms. Hie lire compauie» uau «uni α ucavjr pci- , month,
for the
I F.OT COVKUS, V shape· with one
E. Angell has caused her horse been announced as a candidate
C.
Kev.
Festival Chorus.
were assigned by rank, the others were
of losses paid to premiums reSPECIAL VALUES IN
inch insertion and edged with one inch
it was a young nomination for senator this vear.
A FEW SPECIAL
Owen Meredith. centa^e
Italiens.
Although
killed.
be
to
Kea<'.lng—Aux
chosen by the class:
ceived. In that year the contiagrations
!
G.
M l<* Stuart.
hatnlmrg. Price ·>'■) cents.
horse it had been blind for several years.
Vale>ltrtory— llarol I T. Th iyer.
VloUn Solo— Hulawlak—I'ollsh National I'aoce, in Farmington and East port sent this
Roberts Co. appear at
1
Gertrude
The
Wlenlawskl.
1 F.OT COVEltS, four rows of one
Salut'itory— Harrv shaw.
was
and I
percentage op to 1.02. For 1901 it
Carl Itrlggs
IIMory—Κ rant A. lionncy.
the Opera House Monday, Tuesday
I LOT DRAWERS, deep cambric inch embroidery down front, the whole
.7036 per cent. But as an offset to this
Uleee
frwphvcy—Kthel Howe.
Forget rae-uot—tJavotte.
42 cents.
evenings.
OraUun-Mlliuii Mc.\It<ter
Festival Chorus.
the life companies show an increase of Wednesday
rutile, very full, with one inch lace. top trimmed with lace. I'rice
White
A committee consisting of Jameson
1 LOT GOWNS, assorted styles in Price 2*» cents.
Presentation uf Gliu-Koy E. Cole.
Joy Be Thine,
insurance written in Maine, over that of I
I
two rows insertion
and
1
LOT
Swift
COVKUS,
Porter
the
l'item—l.izz e K. Murnhv.
for
Schubert Quartette.
Pike,
price,
yokes, all very attractive
AT
1900 of $1,716,193.84, and a decrease in' Phinney, Irving
< In*» WUJ-Juek ». Walker.
Duet—Selected.
1 LOT DRAWERS, full ru«ie with across the front, one iuch trimming
II. Brock have in hand the organiza50 cents.
Mrs. Kl ball an<l Mrs. Smiley.
losses and claims paid over 1900 of $03,- \ F.
Kseay—Margaret Steara*.
French cut.
of
around top and armscyes.
be
to
composed
two rows insertion. Price 42 cents.
band
a
new
of
tion
Arlon Vocal Waltz,
Vogel. 333.31.
Λ very pretty cover. Price 50 cents.
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the two villages of
with
Festival Chorus
from
Yoke
men
Last week's lecture in the People's
full
1
LOT
GOWNS,
young
1 LOT DRAWERS, with very
I
Mrs. Cora Brlggs, accoui panlst.
Paris.
Course was by Kev. Smith Baker, I). D.,
and Torcheon lace, two inch rutile edged
B. F. MORSE.
tucked, with insertion and wide
! Norway and South
Mis
and sleeves rutile,
neck
in
rutile
of Portland, Wednesday evening.
with
lace,
Λ great bargain, .*>0
buttom.
was found dead on
at
Morse
B.
F.
Mr.
edge
FUND.
McKINLfcY MEMORIAL
THAT WILL DO YOU
with lace, l'rice 75 cents.
subject was the "Use of Art," applying
edged
at the residence of Mr. SOMETHING
cents.
1 LOT SKI UTS, deep full tlounee,
evening
Monday
The following additional subscriptions
the term in its comprehensive significaGOOD.
with seven inch
C. W. Scott, near Tilghman's Station.
1 LOT DRAWERS, full, deep rutile, with eighteen tucks,
made of nice
Yoke
tion.
The lecture was in Dr. Baker's are reported by Hon. Waldo Pettengill, When found he was
1
LOT
can
GOWNS,
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which
in
doorin
the
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We know of no way
inser- trimming at bottom. <>ne of the pretof the comwith line tucks on each side, tucked and trimmed with pretty
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than
embroidery,
readers
minutes
a
few
our
to
where
for
>1.
ties Skirts ever shown
be of more service
way of the barn,
Price 75 cents.
OF
neck and sleeves trimmed with hamburg. tion and edge.
bining serious and thoughtful treatment mittee:
before he had gone to look after some to tell them of something that will be of
fifteen inch full
1
LOT
SKIRTS,
RKSIDKNCK.
humorous
NAME.
and
with
of his topic
Price -SI.00.
apt
stock. The deceased was a native of real good to them. For this reason we
ntxUe'd.
tlounee containing two rows of insertion,
W. W. Walt»,
It was one of the most
illustration.
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Maine, but came to this county about want to acquaint them with what we
Frank 11 (JUcrease,
with tucks and deep trimming at
course so
of
the
lectures
"
satisfactory
where he was engaged consider one of the very best remedies
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ago
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"
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than
house
a
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a
better
with
and
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I:tr,
O. L. Pa'ne,
given
That will probably go
in farming, near Southeast, until Christ- on the market for coughs, colds, and
broidery, tucked, hamburg, beading
it.
P. W.Torrey,
1 LOT SKI UTS, sixteen inch tlounee
We
"
any of those that have preceded
mas owing to feeble health he discon- that alarming complaint, croup.
1 LOT COVERS, trimmed around
ribbon, neck and sleeves ruttled with
Geo. L. .Merrill,
live rows of insertion and
"
tinued farming and resided with his refer to Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
hamburg and finished with feather- the neck with harabiirg, front with one containing
II ti. Thayer,
"
C. M. Titcomb and wife are at home
This is a beautiful
bottom
edged.
results
two-inch
§1.25.
with
Price
1 L. F.raekett,
braid.
such
with
headed
near
it
stitched
good
Tilghman's. We have used
inch insertion,
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nephew, C. W. Scott,
from Ηumford Falls for a week or two.
Price Ή.7·"».
H. ». ChUd»,
skirt.
become
has
it
heart
that
cents.
with
2ΰ
so
He had been suffering
organic
long
in our family
edge. Price
Λ. D. Uolt,
"
They will return to the Falls, Mr. TitWo have other Skirts at ·*>0 and 75
1 LOT GOWNS, Three rows insertion
trouble for about a year. He leaves a a household necessity. By its prompt
Geo. P. Stanley,
tomb having employment there. During
1 LOT COVERS, French cut, with cents.
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has
it
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that
but
former
C. Ii. Dillingham,
a
doubt
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heading
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"
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the past seasou they have been boardof
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J. R. French,
The
with beading and ribbon, hamburg four
#7 Î5 marriage, a son. Herbert Morse, a promi- time and again prevented croup.
SPECIAL in Short Skirts, 21), "»0 and
Total Amount,
of front, rufHe over shoulder*
ing the meu who are employed by Ethan
nent railroad man in Minneapolis, Min- testimony is given upon our own exaround neck and sleeves. Very pretty. full length
.sit cents.
Price 2ϊΐ cents.
Ad<lltlonal nam* to Ku:nford subscription, <J.
Willis.
Mr. Willis has just finished
around
and
armscyes.
our readPrice $1.50.
making total amount for Kumford, nesota, and a married daughter who perience, and we suggest that
building twenty-three houses for the C#31Ki*tman,
70.
lives in Maine. He was in the 70th year of ers, especially those who have small
Uuinford Falls Power Co., aud during
his age, a man of great integrity and children, always keep it in their homes
the coming season expects to have charge
Overcoats at
$7·75> &
OXFORD POMONA.
as a safeguard against croup.—Camden
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of building hfty more. It is reported that
For sale by Shurtof Oxford County Ill* w ιΗ· Are l>on«t*. hi* oa h< arc oraclce;
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the
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Ulsters
at
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another paper mill is to be built
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Ills love sincere, hi* thought* Immaculate,
will be held at West
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rails in the near future, also that the Pomona Grange
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Drug Store,
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other
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upper level canal
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The Mt. Waldo Granito Company
Duck Coats, Wool lined, at $2.59.
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full of cold weather and resist the attacks of
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all Indebted thereto axe requested to make pay
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thereto
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For Rubber Boots and all kinds of by Shurtleff Λ Co., E. P. Parlin,
to prove
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
IS Mai· St·, South Pari», Mr. ment Immediately.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
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THINK

RAILWAY.

The Universalist Good Cheer Society
bas its usual business meeting Wednesday afternoon of this week at Engine
House Hall.

The Portland Railroad Co. has petitioned for a location of an extension of
its line from Old Orchard to Saco.

Pastor.

a. *.; Sabbath
met ting, 7 Λ0 P.

style,

cheap

regular

good quality,
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Boys'
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Please Remember That
Boys'Winter
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NEW LACES

CCMr.

°'w*CR. C^-Mecte

Noyes Company,

H.

F.

Dainty

by the yard and by the dozen.

Tïfr'.

patterns for fine work, also

^ain

many

terns for UNDERWEAR.

pat-

A full line of "MUSLIN and JERSEY
UNDERWEAR." No trouble to shoAV

goods.

Jlusb

j

nSs

£

Overcoat and Suit
Markdown

eoH

"mu 'iCÛed'the ^resight

j

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Me.

price

YfE

j

^ "tûneJ

tentlon

»™Ρ.ΓΟ™£

ghts

Overcoats
6.50 Overcoats

All

5,00

Ulsters

>

fancy

ν..~

M*Mr

ofl

H. B. FOSTER,

bc81lH

'bMr.

States

Jo

Specialty

For Sale.

£

powders,
preparations
picks.
physicians.

I

HI,onboard.

inspection.

Apply quickly.

JNO.

Oxen For Sale.

|

approved by

supply
cordially

opening

!>f

for the Mouth.

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

3

Paris,

J.
Jan.

THE com I UNDERWEAR SALE
people

as-]

expecting.

special

SPECIAL
MID-WINTER

GOLD MEDALS Λ
I PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

Γ THREE

SALE

simply

Bargains

DRAWERS

NIGHTGOWNS

Walter Baker &C'

SKIRTS

Cocoa and Chocolate

—

Corset Covers

Overcoats, Ulsters,

Reefers,
Wool Lined Coats, and

Heavy Weight Suits.
$6.75,

$9·25·

THO MAS

Eastern Telephone Connectior

"KNOWN THE

Walter Baker & QumHcd

J

bargains.

SMOOTH,

J. F, Plummer,
CLOTHIER

Market Sq.t

MUtejdABY

NORWAY, ME.

RÔSË~ÂLMOND~CRËÂM

Spring

practitioner,

SMILEY,

FURNISHER,
Paris,

F.

&

nAiin,

I

A. SHURTLEFF

&

CO.,

HOMEMAraS1 COLUMN.

îCOCCQOd

BEEÇhams

For ail Bilious ami Nervous Disorderst SÊok
Headache, Constipation, Weak Slomaoh,
Digestion, Lfisordered Livery and

Impaired

,

Biood,

impure

M rlicine In the world. This ha* been
B<vcham'* Pills bavo the larrr»«t ulo of any Proprietary
ιυ c» η te and 25 cent·, at all drag itorea.
achieved #itbo«t the poblicetioo of testieondl·.

toplos of leleiwt loth# larti»
(••Stalled. Address: Kdftor HoKSMAXnu
Democrat, Pert·. Malr«t
Oxford
OOLcm,

Ogmwowtenee ae

ffHEPU:
Ζ

cles of rays round the head;

φ

will not leave a blister.
If a fishbone sets stuck in the throat
■wallow the yolk of a raw egg; this will
dislodge the bone and carry it down.
When tired, after a day's outing or
traveling, it is a great mistake to plunge
the face into cold water, which really
acts as an irritant, whereas tepid water
produces quite the contrary effect. After
washing off the dust on face and ears,
rose water, dabbed on, will soothe and
ν M ten the skin, taking away the feeling
ot irritation.
For perspiring feet, bathe them frequently with warm—not hot—water, to
which a little ammonia has been added.
After drying, the feet should be dusted

halo.

a

ΙΟ.—Trl«ar>«.
1. To contract; to shorten. 2. A machine for raising heavy weights. 3. To
ink.
place in a line. 4. To mark with
δ. A pronoun, β. A letter.
Ho.

A LOW PRICE
South Paris.

—

··········

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

AND

Books.

AT

The miner in the mine?
What does the woodsman And in
The drunkard In his wine?

Ko.

No.

e

usually have something wrong Inside. < »ften it U worm·. Give » few dons
If
of True'· Fin Worm Elixir. If worms are present they will be expelled
au worms exist Ttw'· Elixir can do no harm, but acts as a tonic, blood
ailments
common
manv
and
all
the
purifier; cure· constipation, biliousness
to childhooi' that eau be traced to disordered stomach, liver or bowel*.
Wurau· cause much illness and may cause death before their presence is
suspected. Every family should take the precaution of giving their children

Ο

13.—'Transposition·.

14.—Connected Word·.
β
OO

ELIXIR

Ko.

CATARRH

f

Ely's Cream Balmj

Gives Relief at once.
It cleanse*.
mil heal* the !i-e-i.->e<l
It cure»!
membranean.l
Irtves
catarrh
away a coM In the1

soothesj
J
j

SxTlB«i."J;COLniN HEAD

the Membrane. Restore* the Senses of
aete an<l Smell.
Full Size, 00 cents, Trial size
10 cents at I >ruKi{l»ts or by mall.
ELY BHoTHKHS, 56 Warren Street, New York.

Çrotect»

THE

TOY GRAPHOPHONL

there

ere

children there UkmiM alao be

war

BOSKS

RfPtAlS

»

IH

Permanently Cared bj
DR. KLINE'S MEAT

NERVE RESTORER

$1.00 CASH
The New Werner
Edition of the....

Encyclopaedia

Britannica

Fit meats «ho pay «ipre··**» ··!.▼ ·η delivery.
PiniMMiK <.W«. not os y temporary
Air all Mer·
//«*~r4«r· Epilet··' 3na»m« St. Vita· l>anc«.
Mb.il«r.Kibu.t.oa DR. K. II KLIHK.U.
rwM unt
931 Arch Street. Philadelphia.
to

«·>«·*

Bear In Wind
So do not

Λ

Delay, for

Limited

Never Before

^
***' library
been within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Never
edition

Again

of the

BRITANNICA contains
Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

OOUPON

or

I would like full details and
men pages of the New Werner

speciEncy-

clopaedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural

SMITH, Canton, Maine.

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Head·
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quickly, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to oure.
Try them. 26 cent*. For sale by M
Pond;

Sat» Inferior Enaetels ;
They

better than paint.

F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.

Milligan MTg

S. P. MAXIM &

SON,

riL.L.lHU.

\

advertleedjand

Pilla
thatI was inducedL to
I got them at Andrew
gave me

give^tn
β

recv

—

Tbey

gtore

tbe treat.
«ny'symptoms of my

Pille

Murphy,

na

John Shay,

CAKE AND

sprinkle
oven.

Richard L:.w,

for aale by all

National Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD.
31, 1901.

Bean the
Signature of

Gross assets
Deduct Items not

_

....
Real Estate

Mg,S»»

Admitted

unpaid losses

Net

Unearned Premiums,
All other liabilities

1

*5,424,43,
31, 1901.
·

Assets,

LIABILITIES DEC.

The tide of fortune often turns with a
rush that carries everything before.
A NIGHT ALARM.

84,11

admitted,

—

.—.—-

Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
John Ready,.....
Peter LePlant, Jr.,
Allen Robinson,
James O'Connell

00

|

wwie 15

Patsy Darrtnpton

James Gallagher,
Krnest H. Johnson
Charles Page
Peter Portwlne

25
000 00
a,uww

«Î'SSÎSS

is

•■«"■«at

Joeeph Kelley,

Builders' Finish !

vegetarians.

Burnalde Russell

Lulu—Fred says I look just as I did
fifteen years ago. Ethel—Fred is right.
Fifteen years ago you looked just as you

Pat Slurry
Michael Murphy,
James Murphy
John Shay,
Frank Mr,· artv,
Martin Jennings
John Connors,
Andrew McUee
John Kelley,
John McCann
Ernest H. Johnson
John Kea<ly
Allen Robinson
James Gallagher

PUDDING.

Soak ten elices of chocolate cake in
milk flavored with vanilla, using one
teaspoon to each pint of milk. Over this
pour one quart of milk with which is
raized four slightly beaten eggs and oneBake in a moderate
half cup of sugar.
oven until the custard is Arm.

been much troubled with
dyspepsia," writes M. S. Mead, Attleboro, Mass.
"My clerk suggested I try
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure which I did with
have

most happy results. I have had no more
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digeets
trouble.
your food.

Phrenologist—Boy,

you

Wall

a

forget jt.

Papers

Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey
and Tar to their children for coughs and
colds, for it contains no opiates or other
poisons. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

ftEXSUu..
ItirtpSfd-

hi,thtytwi rhrrer

A perfect Remedy forConstipa-

Ποη. Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

ness

CASSEBOLE.

[

PUDDING

SAUCE.

Soften one-half cup of butter by adding one tablespoon of boiling water, and

stir it to a cream, adding gradually one
When very
cup of granulated sugar.
light and creamy add one teaspoon of
extract of lemon, beat for a moment
longer, and serve piled high on a fancy
PICKLE

SAUCE.

tablespoon of batter to
teaspoon of salt,

Rub one laiVe
» cream.
Add one-half

>ne-fourth teaspoon of cayenne pepper,
rod one tablespoon of finely chopped
iour pickle.
If the
is' not soar,
idd one tablespoon of vinegar.
Spread

pickle

ihe sauce over chop·
Kitohen Magazine.

or

fish.—American

The man who takes no thought of tomorrow is apt to wake up some morning
and find it yesterday.

Foley's Honey and
cough caused by attack
heals the lungs. F. A.

Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Tar cures the
of la grippe. It
Shurtleff & Co.

times when one should
speak gently, but as a rule it is necesto
use
a
sary
megaphone if you want the
world to hear you.
There

Only

are

11
11 Ο'ι
113»
10 90
9W
10 70
9 45
14 15
S lio
7 75
10 35
0 45
7 75
7 75
7M
7 75
7 75
7 60
9 95
10 70
960
9 45
9 45
1 74
1 74
8 51
980
960
11 05
10 70
10 60
1185
II 60
11 85
15 15
1020
12 20
10
11 30
10 80
8 45
10GO
9 in
10 05
10 95
10 s«5
fi-j
62
62
62
4 30
4 80
6 10
5 90
4 80

NEWYOHK.
A t (i

This

<É>

liiaatai· la

on

every box of tk·

laxative Bromo-Quinine

|Mb1m

U· IMMtrtkCl NNS · WM ta «M
We have three kinds of people in the
world—the wills, the won'ts and th·

can'ts.

reliable preparation for
The most
kidney troubles on the market is Foley's
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff ft Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

(II Ο II

Jjl)(ISFS
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111 tl
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INIS

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPD*.
NCW TOM MTV.

ira-

W1TER

WOOD,
PLATINE AQUARELLE*,

Β IT RÎT

COLORS,

MEDALLIONS

PHOTOS.

Blue Prints

on oloth and made up in Sofa
Glove Cases, Cushions, 4c.

Miss

Libby,

Norway, Maine.

-

SLEIGHS !
Evory

or

Pillows,

Suppllo·.

Amateur

SLEIGHS !
Doecription.

Come and

has arrived.

see

them.

H. P. MILLETT,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

232,500 00

".,842,385 00
385,057 64

5,473 43
12,928 55
574.159 24
208 47

*3,921,242 66
1,208 47

>3.920,031 19

LIABILITIES

room

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned Premiums
All other liabilities,...
Total

for Surplus

over

all

DEC. 81,1901.
$ 401,615 00
2,279,397 72
90,728 72

••eing—oace.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

Total liabilities and surplus
$3,920,034 20
C. E. TOLMAN, Agent,
South

roll.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

$2,771,741 44
1,148,292 76

liabilities,

ρΛ A I I
V/wnL

A

Paris, Maine.

VIVIAN

00 YOU WANT IT?
W£ AKK

postal or telephone to
a supply promptly.

us

will

you

A. W. WALKER &

«ΟΓΤΠ HA 1UX, iff K.

W.

HILLS,
Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

NEVER OUT.

bring

Loweit Prices in the County.

SON,

Cameras and Photo

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, &c.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

people

E,

THE MAN WHO NEVER LAUQHS."

The complaint· above named all yield to
the action of Benson's Porous Blasters, and

qniokly too. Not only those, but colds and
•oughs, kidney and liver affections, all
congestion· and muscular strains, diseases

of the chest, asthma and aM ailments which
It ia freaie open to external treatment.
quently said that Benton1» Plotter it Pain't
Matter. It core· when others are not even
able to relieve. For thirty years the leading external remedy. The old-style plas-

well as salve·, liniment·, oils, etc.,
have little or no «fficaoy as compared with
it. Use it. Trust it. Keep it in the

ters,

as

Anrone sending η pUeîrh and descripllnn may
whether an
qnlokly nseort.iln our οι mlon ireoCommunie»,
invention Is prohnhly palentuhlo.
llona strict It conOdctitml. Handbook on I'ntenU
sent free. Oldest nuiitcy for securing patents.
i'ntcnts takun through Munn A, Co. rccelve
tptelal noticr, without chnrgo, lu tho

Scientific American.

Kodol

Cure
Dyspepsia
what
eat.
Digests

yon

CASTOR.A
Tln lûnd Yau Han Always Bought

has
sixty yea m the NKW.YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
national wceltlv n< Vljwper, retd almost entirely liy Carethe American
of
ami
confidence
the
has
support
ers,
enjoye<l
people to a degree never attained liy any similar publication.
for

been

a
:iu

ÉINNiCo."'*—-New M A

year; four months, fL Sold by«11 newsdealer*.
Branch office, 625 F

We are

St, Washington, D. C.

headquarters

We have In stock three full car loada of Fertilisera. We carry four of the leading brands.

A. W. Walker & Son,

Month
liar.

Part·,
11.1901.

Main·.

Ferry Property For Sale.

The undersigned wishes to sell all
This preparation contains all of the
bis
boats, ropes and other ferry propdigestante And digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never erty at Rumford Center.

fails to cure. IL allows yon to eat all
Inquire of proprietor at Rumford
the food you want. The most sensitive Center.
FRANK E. ABBOTT.
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else flailed. Is
Some men use Sunday as a sort of'
unequalled for the stomach. Childiponge to wipe out the sins they com- ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
A good farmer and his wife to
mitted during the previous six days.
First doee relieve·. A diet unnecessary. :ake charge of Paris Town Farm for
23.
he year commencing Feb.
Dyspepsia—bane of human existence.
to Selectmen
Burdock Blood Bitters cures it, prompt-1
$300.
Apply
:
Salary
Regulates and tones I
ν, permanently.
)f Paris.
the stomach.

Wanted.

NEW-YORK

for

Faring Tools and Fertilizers.

Γ-

«

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

A handsomely il'tntrnted weekly. I^rirest dr.
eolation of nny srlentlflc Journal. Terms, 13 ·

remedy in the world thr.t house. Ask for Benson's Plaster : take no
We can show you some of the best swivel and
will at
stop itchiness of the skin in ether. All druggists, or we will prepay land side plows In the market, both In steel and
of
the
Doan's
Ointment.
any part
body;
postage on any number ordered In the wood beams. We have
At any drug store, 50 cents.
United States on receipt of 25c. each.
and Spring-tooth HarSeabury à Johnson, Mfg. Chemist·, K.I. Disc. Spading
How fortunate it is that our griefs
row?, Corn Planters, Cultivators, &c.
soon lose their sharp edge.
Wo are also agents for the
Wilter A, Wood Harvesting Mach'nery.
one
once

and Loss OF SLEEP.

FacSunilc Signature of

bioycle

soothing, healing
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Ctmfttd Sumt

$ 888,148 6!»

.....

Admitted assets,.

ORCE IS ENOUBH TO SEE

appetite.

31,1901.

Mortgage Loans,
Stocks aud Bonds

Gross assets............
Deduct Items not admitted,..

Thousands of rolls from

No man was ever so much in love that

ASSETS DEC.
Real Estate

cents.

a

I»

Mx. Senne.

ILtkM. U*
AtitrSttd *

Company.

All other assets,

We have many patterns that will

2 1-2 to 10 cents

/w<« <w♦

LONDOX, EXtiLAN».

Uncollected Premiums,

Store.

50

/Aapt of Old DrSAKUELPtTCHER

Commercial Union Assurance

Cash In offlee and Bank,
Bills Receivable
Interest and Rents

Variety

paper and border your

of

GEORGE M.ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford 'ountv

—

re-

markable memory.
Boy—Please, sir,
write it on a slip of paper for me not to

it interfered with his

AftonGould,
Ralph C. Douglass

Hobbs'

Orin

have

Joseph Gonya

John Moirleon,
Warren Cook.

STANDARD OIL CO.

-NEW

Winter coughs are apt to result in
consumption if neglected. They can soon
be broken up by using Foley's Honey

Stevens, Oxford.

Paul Uallant

Edward I'lumnur,
Patrick Burns....
Jamus McLullan,
Richard Kelley
Thos. Mitchell
Allen H. Garrett
Dana Ward
Wm. Conroy,
Wm. Conroy,

Bold everywhere
In cans—all six··.

guage.

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Wm. Lelirun

make· a poor looking barlike new. Had· of
heavy bodied oil, especially prepared to withstand th· weather.

Of all the newspapers published in the
world 68 per cent are in the English lan-

and Tar.

Claud Kelley
Ueorge Howell
Patrick McCormtck,

Qustare Don'· portrait of Dante is worth
Bat once ia enough. Bom·
raeh look 70a notice on the faoe· of tho··
who have suffered, and still suffer, much
subject to rheumatism,
physical pain;
gout, neuralgia, periodio headache, lombaer pain from aome old lesion. This painbit put· it· marka on them, aa the custom
SAUCE.
The young man who has to scratch
Chill one cup of cream and whip, add for a living seldom sows any wild oats. of handling ropee crooks a sailor's finger· ;
or as too much riding of a
stamp· a
ing gradually one-fourth cup of the
worried expression on certain face·. Ko
dot
of
the
and
down
to
the
juice
preserved strawberries;
Coughs
colds,
very
as
custard when cold with crests of the borderland of consumption, yield to the wonder people said of the Italian poet
colored cream.
influences of Dr. he passed along, "There goe·

Pills.

|

CLERK'S WISE SUGGESTION.

Ullboy,

James
Ernest Morrison
JohnCurran

nee·

bj

...

Patsy Purrtniiton,
Frank llanllng
Jaine- Smith,
Burnslde Kusscll,
Wm. Kogers,
John Maloney,
Fred Perosay,
John Trott,
John Iteddy
Chas. Page
Henry Tlbbetts,

pur·.

"You say you want to get off this
afternoon to go to a funeral?" "Yes,
sir; if it doesn't rain."
"I

Maine. I

Harness Oil

cure.

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Clieerful·
ness and Rest .Con tains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
Not narcotic.

Ill 25

Joseph Kelley,

EUREKA

do now.

Bears the

lint* the Stomachs and Bowels of

MITTIMITHHER.

Joe Tarcott
Frank Anderson,
Eugene Connors
Patrick Bu: ne
Joe Donahue
Jack O'Nell,
Charles Page
John O'Connell

va.

Tou can make your bar
neea u soft aa a glove
and aa tough aa wire by
ualng BUUBKA Bar.
Ton can
■ •aa Oil.
lengthen Ita Ilf»—make It
laat twice aa long aa it
ordinarily would.

Foley's Honey and Tar is the best for
croup and whooping cough, contains no
Careful
opiates, and cures quickly.
F. A.
mothers keep it in the house.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Shurtleff A Co.

12 54
1 32
7 22
1 32

Napolean King,

Soft
Harness

It might be better for our missionaries
to send them where the natives are all

Φ 7 21

Rurnslde Russell
Frank Caenon
Fred Goodnow,........

va.

CHANDLER,

Sumner,

...

BEFORE ALBERT BENNETT, TRIAL JUSTICE,
OILEAD.

CHAN1»LEB,

West

similating theFoodandRegula-

7 36
4 02
7 48
10 41
l·' 20
7 44
9 74
9 76
5 50
10 57
9 42
9 24
19 64

....

Always Bough!

ÀN'ege table Preparationfor As-

BEFORE NOR WAT MUNICIPAL COURT,
U.C. DAVIS, JUDGE
#14 M
State ν». Vu'nMdcA. l ong
12 *6
Itenj. D. Knight
21 M
l.lncoln II. Holme·,.
17 4»
Henry I»owns,.
15 53
Fran* Harding
13 99
Geo. J. Schlay
10 at
Jamee C. McKay......
1590
Chas. II. Hodsdon,....
Jamee Smith,..................... 15 45
15 M
Intox, liquor,
13 55
John Ll»gan,
9 26
Intox, llqnor,
14 26
Iiia Durgln,
09
18
Katcllffe,
Joseph

$ 433,227 29
*
647.715 00
Mortgage I^oane,·
3,821,309 63
Stocks ami Bonds,........—
S2°..u -g BEFORE A. E. MORRISON, TRIAL JUSTICE, RUMCa«b in office and In Bank
^
FORD FALLS.
Agent*' Balancée,......-·..-·-·-··"·· iks^ioM
Uncollected Premiums
t 8 71
State vs. Intox, liquor
ao6,irJ»<
assets
4 18
Allothcr
Intox, liquor

DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve completely
with salt, and
cured me.M Beware of counterfeits.

CUSTARD

Murphy,

I'nt

to Mother·.
fi»iM carefully erery bottle of CASTORIA,
aasfesod sus remedy for infanta sad children,
sad sm thai U

Impartent

SAVED HIM FROM TORTURE.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cures
For skin diseases, cuts,
at once.
Into a piece of raised dough the size piles
burns, bruises, and all kinds of woi<nds
of an orange work one ounce of soft
it is
J. S. Gerall, St. Paul,
butter, half a teaspoon of salt, and half Ark.,unequalled.
I suffered with piles and
says:
The last can be
a cup of corn meal.
could find nothing to help me until
kneaded or rolled in. When well mixed,

roll very thin,
bake in a quick

....

Sto'en proiicrty...................
John Heddy
Wm. Roger··,....
Richard Kelley
Jumte Mcl.ellan
James Mcl.ellan,
Thoi. Mitchell
Intox, liquor,
John Shay rt al,
John Curran
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor............
Patrick McCoimlck
John Trott
F-ed Prrosay,
I'aul Gallant',
John Maloney
Michael
Martin Jennings,
James Murphy

&nd

ι^ρ

............

Intox liquor
Intox, liquor,.
Int<>x. liquor
lutox. liquor,

"ït'ib'/'lS

not*1reach the cauee^ w we»

—..

John Curran
Cbae. Page,
James Gllboy
Sto'en voode
Stolen property,
Iniox. liquor..

"iSiS·' p«sx es
m» .«orirf

1386
12 16
10 9>
4 52
β®
8 36
S SB
8 »<·
8 50
£90
8 75
10 «
10 42
7 5"
9 17
9 17
3 44
4 40
4 40
SOI
4 52
1"27
869
3 *4
7 42
9 34
9 42
942
β 17
2' 97
4 52
12 ('3
8 92
4 40
4 40
8 67
30 89
667
9 17
9>
8 75
12"0
10 42
9 67
9 67
8 92

Patrick liurns,

ie»»·
length or time,
numb,
back more and my lege became
^ bad that

ASSETS PEC.

AFTEBNOON TEAS.

Have a large bowl or several pop-over
The world has too few men who can I
work with no immediate results in sight. cups well buttered and sprinkled with
Mix one pint of
soft bread crumbs.
mashed potatoes seasoned with salt, oneIs it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas'
fourth cup of milk, one tablespoon of
brie Oil.
A cut?
Use Dr. Thomas'
butter, one-fourth cup of grated cheese,
Eclectric Oil. At your druggists.
and one beaten egg. Line the mold with
this about three-fourths of an inch thick.
In the constant shifting of life men
Fill with one cup of chicken, one-half
generally land about where where they cup of mushrooms, cut and fried in butJelong.
ter, and one cup of white sauce seasoned
Pat
with salt, pepper and lemon-juice.
kills
more people
Kidney complaint
this in a potato lining, cover the top
:han any other disease.
This is due to with
potato, place the dish on which it
:he disease being so insidious that it gets
is to be served on top of the bowl, turn
t good hold on the system before it is
both over together, and remove the
-ecognized. Foley's Kidney Cure will bowl. Rice or fine hominy can be used
prevent the development of fatal disease for the
walls, and any kind of meat for
f taken in time.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
the filling.
After shaping the wall in
Drin Stevens, Oxford.
the mold it may be dried out and
browned in the oven before Ailing with
The man who knows the besetting the
meat.
lins of all the neighbors is generally in
SAUCE.
(roes ignorance of his own.
Make one cup of brown sauce, using
FAVORITES NEARLY EVERYstock and liquor from mushrooms.
To
this add one-half cup of cream and some
WHERE.
cut
fine.
mushrooms
means disoftlered

work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
wall», ceilings, inside woodwork, panhealth.
Constipation
tries, kitchens and furniture.
Many ] )eWitt's Little Early Risers relieve this
colors.
beautiful tints.
The surface is non- < londition. Never gripe. Favorite pills.
Name
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
A peculiarity of most arguments is
Street
* hat both sides are practically merely
Dont pay fancy price· wben your dealer will
City and State
furnish you "Satauma Interior Enamels" at the f ;iving opinions and not producing facts.
same price aa ordinary paint.
rttlE Color card and our booklet, "How to
and
term·
are
M
follow·:
K.B.—The price·
There is one rational way to treat
Refurnlah the Home Without Buying New ParΝα 1- -In Buckram Cloth, the «et complete ft* allure."
tasal catarrh; the medicine is applied
H.00 caah «ad $3.00 per month. Prie·, 9tt.ua
irect to the affected membrane.
The
Hide Heath &
No. 3— In Half Moruooo, C OO cuh, and MOI
Co.,
is Ely's Cream Balm. It restores
emedy
per month. Price, $60.00.
Chien».
he inflamed tissues to a healthy state
Να S—In Sheep, tan color, 18.00 caah, end CUX Also Floor Paint, Floor
Varnish, Coach rithout drying all the life out of them,
per month. Price, *75.00.
%
and Spar Varniah,
Muralo, 4c., nd it gives back the lost senses of taste
* 10 per cent deducted from the above price· ii
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints, ad smell. The sufferer who is tired of
toll amount ia paid wiUua thirty day· aJUrncalpI
For sale by,
of hooka
ain
experiments should use Ely's
For Sale by
'ream Balm. Druggists sell it for 50 cti.
LLY BROTHERS, δβ Warren Street,
»nm. 2 few
to era fABU,
York, will mail It

by

lAh£i

Eclec-1

BAUER'S

are

«ΙΚΙιΙιΚ

Beat one egg, add one cup of sugar,
beat again, add the grated rind, pulp,
and juice of one lemon, and a tablespoon
of butter.
Boil all together in the
double boiler about five minutes, or
until the egg is cooked and it is thick.
When cooled spread a little between the
layers of the cake. This is sufficient for
four layers.
Orange filling can be made in the same
way, using one orange instead of the
lemon.

bottle.

For Morbid Conditions take Beechau's

of the tree.
Would take almost any klnil of
wood for the poles and pay prompt cash on

F. A. Shurtloff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Orln Steven», Oxford.

Ι,ΚΑΐυΛ

stairs. Yarmouth.
No. 3.—Women of Note: 1. Willard.
2. Llveruiore. 3. Fry. 4. Field.
No. 4.—Charade: Pipe-stem.
1.
No. 5.—A Syncopation: Family.
Lo(f)t 2. Co(a)t 3. Do(m)e. 4. Ba(l)t.
5. P(l)ate. α Fl(y)lng.
No. β.—Squared Words: I.—1. Steam.
5.
2. Thame.
4. Ameer.
3. Eager.
Merry. II.—1. DeaL 2. Ebro. 3. Arno.
4. Loom.
No. 7.—Four Anagrams: Sainted.
Stained. Detains. Instead.
No. 8.—Geographical Puzxles: Asia.
Belfast. Ross.

i\0U) feet of hemlock and Norway pine lumber,
principally Much plank- Alao about 1700 runuln>r feet of about β-lncb poles, to be full lenicth

L. W.

frosting the top.

Key to the Pnaaler.
No. 1.—Word Puzzlee: Chine, niche.
Laver, ravel. Caper, crape.
No. 2.—In Dickens' Land: Broad-

"Wanted.
delivery.

LEMON CAKE.

—

and be cured.

Intox, liquor,.
Edward Plummer,
Andrew McGee,
John McCann
Fiank UeCarty
John Kelley

Saxtons
BJver. ^
Hu«he^of
ffiSS. «1? Α ^Λ°Γ?οttXSùSi

The Kind You Have

#1· Ie

Joe Donahue,
Ernest M on lson
Stolen goods
Henry Tlbbettt,
Intox liquor,...

Mr. T. H.

one

one-half cup of butter; add
gradually one and one-half cups of sugar,
then the yolks of three eggs which have
been beaten until they are thick and
Sift three cups of pastry
light colored.
flour with three level teaspoons of baking powder, and add to the first mixture
with one cup of milk in alternation.
Beat the whites of the three eggs until
Bake
stiff and dry, and add them last.
quickly in shallow pans. This quantity
makes six layers.
If one-half the rule is used, leave out
one white of the two eggs to use in

Two View·.
"Cheerfulness Is riches."
"Oh. no! If you can't pay a bill, being cheerful about It only makes the
Detroit Free
other man madder."
Press.

'true
"Lf." ATWOOFS BITTERS

BOIL RICE.

Cream

Body.
Tart of the head In part of a carpenter's tool.
Part of the head In a timepiece.
Part of the head in a church.
Part of the body in that part of a
vessel's deck, bulwarks, etc., which is
between the quarter deck and the forea

pand."

Jamee Kelley
John Corley,

▼·.

to

ΖΆΈΙΆ&η&'S

I don't understand it," wailed Bigsley.
"The more
"Don't understand what?"
I contract my bills the more they ex-

State

A. Modern Medicine lor
Every Kidney 111·

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it medicine.
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cu^e.
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff &
on each box.
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
Co.

RUMKORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
O. WILLABD JO >ΝβΟΝ, JUDOK.

Doan's
Kidney Pills,

THE LAST HEARD OF IT.
cup of rice in one pint of
boiling water in the top of the double
little boy took the croup one
"My
lower
Salt the water in the
boiler.
says F. D. Reynolds, Mansfield,
night,"
Boil
heat.
boiler, as it increases the
O.
"We feared he would die, but One
water
off
the
then
drain
thirty minutes,
Minute Cough Cure quickly relieved
and steam twenty minutes.
him. For grip, bronchitis it is a certain
Put

So. IS.—Pert· of tb·

that it is foolish to abuse a
willing horse. It is more
foolish to abuse your stomach
and the pains of indigestion
will soon prove that to you.
If you are finding it out for
yourself, try a bottle of the

That ^offer îs

THE BEST WAT TO

see-cap.

Every Horseman Knows

SALESMEN WANTED

Mix together two cups of grated apple,
and one-half cups of sugar, three
eggs well beaten, two tablespoons of
melted butter, the grated rind and juice
of one lemon, and one cup of thin cream.
This is enough for two pies, which
should be baked in an under crust, with
strips of pastry across the top. Or it
may be used as a pudding, reserving the
whites of the eggs to make a meringue
for the top.
one

of a new ten-lap?
3. 1 saw today a bib-rat caught in a
part I am afraid It will not be able to

body in

PIE.

MARLBOROUGH

1. I drove this morning through such
a pretty give-all. The get-coats looked
so cane-L. with such nice little ganders
before them.
2. Have you heard of the I-cry-doves

castle.
Part of the

In Ox fur Ί anil adjacent counties.
Salary
commlttelon. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,

once.

No. 17.—An&arrama.

Will pay market price for same.
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.

ι

Κ Α ^νΐπί,'W"
rK'fln jolug
to
SdwS
Doan^
Jh?y4nÎ the^redlt
?flPd in rlcommi-nd-.«·»'·

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
Beat until smooth and a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
double boiler.
foamy, cook a few minutes and serve at Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

W^Pe^a'y'o^nV^b'eM'h'pH.

Poplar delivered at my mill, South j
Paris, of regular size and length.

urin

weariness—-Distressing
VJ disorder»—All yield

The

Life is a circus in which everybody
takes the part of a clown at some period
■evere, and I did not
during his sojourn.
and give all
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY Kidney Pill»·

Cream together one cup of powdered
Add to
sugar and one-half cup butter.
the butter and sugar one cup of sweet
cream and whites of two eggs; put in

T*w#oV
T*w*l·! t*w*oV a*e*r*n*t·,

Wanted.

CAKE.

—

BEFORE

Plaining, Sawing

"W*e*b*o,a*8*i*p,d*n,w*y*b,f*u\
T*e*n*K*t*y*l,er,t,e''ter*n,o,l.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

back

For Infante and Children.

Statute· of the State of Maine :

Also Window dt Door Frames.
Mnî®ÎLforp.I"®ULum'

W>e,l,l*l*s*a*ff*y*h*w*l·,
Α·(1·1·1ι·1»·β·β·1ι·Γ·1>·ο·Β·1·η·1·,
A,d,o,b'>,sO'i,n,o,h'h,l·,
A*dM*k*o*e*f*o*e*h*m'l*p*l·;

t-i TRIAL BOTTLK FRBB

Cleveland, Ohio.

30 Snperb Octavo volumes wil! be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments, But

■

Shakespeare.

S· ViU af'.er first daj w.
bv mail.
·γ h*
mui. ιγ«%Ιιμ
trettiM u4
μγμοαΙ «r
Cwn*uitafon, Mrwoi
C<j+4uit<tf*on,

prepaid.

ONE DOLLAR

FOR

D

Β

day.

times a

burdens

kidney ills.
The constantly
of

Worse than an alarm of fire at night
S5,425,487 00
Total liabilities and surplus,
the brassy cough of croup, which sounds
State
w.j.
it
and
knell
like the children's death
is
done
unless
means death
something
E. W.
quickly. Foley's Honey and Tar never
fails to give instant relief and quickly
Mrs. P.
cures the worst form of croup.
State
L. Cordier, of Mannington, Ky., writes:
NUT PUDDING.
"My three year old girl had a severe I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any |
One cup of molasses, one cup of chop- case of croup; the doctor said she could Slxe or Style at reasonable prices.
ped suet, one cup of sweet milk, two and rot live. I got a bottle of Foley's Honey
one-half cups of flour, one cup of seeded and Tar, the first dose gave quick relief
raisins, one pound of chopped English and saved her life." Refuse substitutes.
If In want of any kind of
'
Orin Stevens, Outside work, send In yoar orderr Plue Lum
walnuts, one-fourth pound of chopped F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
ber
and Shingles on hand Cheap for Caen.
flge, one grated nutmeg, one teaspoon of Oxford.
soda, and a little salt. Mix the ingrediand Job Work.
ents well together and steam two and
There is such a thing as placing too
Floor Boards for sale.
Wood
Hard
Hatched
iuo
cuuuueuut;
vu
υ au
υι
one-half hours.
ueavy »
shoulders of a friend.
SAUCE.
E. W.

So. 10.—A Winter Seat.
When the missing letters are supplied, the whole will form a verse from

STOPPED FRCI

Send SI.50 and the TOY will be

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

!

The best way for a girl to whiten her
bands is to soak them in dishwater three

a

heavy

la Vas For Over SO Years.
Tfca Kind Tea Bsve Always Bcajfct

Make a sponge cake of three eggs, one
cup of sugar, one cup of flour, two teaspoons of baking powder, and a half
saltspoonful of salt. Bake in two round
pans. For the filling chop fine one cup
Beat the whites of
of stewed prunes.
four eggs to a froth, add one tablespoon
of sugar and prunes. Spread half of this
on one layer of cake,
put on the second
layer and the remainder of the prunes,
and the whipped cream on top of that.

each will appear.
The flrst vertical of nine is Identical
with the first horizontal of nine; the
secoud vertical of nine with the second
The staunch and elegant «teamere, "Got.
horlzoutal of nine, etc.
Dlngley" and "Bay Suite" alternately leave
franklin Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
1. The name of a great conqueror of
Boston, atT.UOP. M dally, Sundays excepted.
2. The naine of Arthur's far
The.-e steamer* meet every demand of modern Macedon.
*traui*hli> service In safety, speed, comfort and fuiued sword which was given him by
luxury of traveling.
8. Opposite
of the Lake.
Through ticket* for Providence, Lowell, the Lady
W orcester, New York, etc.
sides of the globe. 4. Pleasing to the
J. >\ LISCOMB, General Manager.
sight—Examiner.
T. U. Hurt ctt. Agent.

MUIIIIR OOOSt RtttMfS

nuim ρ

PRUNE WHIP

When all the letters are correctly distributed, four words of nine letters

PUYS B\\0 ML SIC

delivered expressage

Β

When cool perfume with
and pour into a jar.—ExRECIPES.

hjhj

A TOY ÛRAPHOPHONE
M.ISIRY SONCS

change.

οο

IK

Ctftiu«< aad b—rrtifl— Um lib· J
Promote· A luxuriant growth.
Never 1*11· to BMtor· OrMJ
Hair to tu TouUiful Color.
Cure» K*l? d mm * hair lmliiBC.
J0c.aadtl.U0M

QUHooft greatest Entertainer
Most Fascinating ot all Toys

rosemary

pamphlet.

βφ!

TRIAL SIZE.

~I

ι

for
ΙΟ COT

camphor.

15.—Muhei.

ro

Write for free

ο
ο

ο

οο

οο

Give Tree's Elixir to the children at
regular intervals, to guard against worms.
It has been In use since Ivil. As good for
grown people as for children. It is purely
vegetable. Harmless under any conditions, for children or adult·. 35 cts. a
bottle at druggists. Write for free book
"Chtltirt H and Thtir Di+'utes"

ASK

ο

·
·
9
•
1. A river in Africa. 2. Level. 3.
Void. 4. To put to rest. 5. A kind of
tf. I'olut where the orbit of a
bird.
planet Intersects the ecliptic. 7. To
engrave with the aid of some strong
ucld. 8. To aid.

Pin Worm

DRK-t-lVr

·

·
00
οο

TRUES

special treat ment for Tape Worm.

tree?

a

Transpose to suppress and have cooking utensils; again and bave a blemish;
again and bave toys.
Transpose to twirl and have a kind of
fastening; again and bave pinches;
again and have to cut off.

Cross
Children

Or. J. F.Tru· & Co., Auburn, M·.

every day.
For a troublesome cough, take an
of licorice, a quarter of a pound
of raisins, a teaspoonful of flaxseed and
Boil slowly until
two quarts of water.
reduced to one quart, then add a quarter
of a pound of finely powdered rock
candy and the juic6 of one lemon. Drink
half a pint of this when going to bed,
and a little more wben the cough is
troublesome.
For feverishness and unnatural thirst
soften a lemon by rolling on a hard surface, cut off the top, add sugar, and
work the sugar down into the lemon
Then slowly suck
with a silver fork.
the lemon.
An admirable cold cream is made by
taking the tallow from a sheep's kidneys
and frying it out slowly on the back of
the stove, adding a little powdered
borax and a few drops of spirits of
ounce

What does the farmer And in his field?
The miser In his store?
What does the warrior And in his shield?
The student in his lore?

MAINE.

NORWAY,

of the eastern states.

So. 1 a.—Query.
fOne answer fits all the questions.]
What does the flshej-man And In the sea?

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

>

Reasonable Prices.

one

proof

Cotnrrr Tkbaburxb'· onrics,
South Pari·, Maine, Jan. II, lew.
The following list containing the aggregate
km ο unt of coeta allowed In each criminal caae aa
audited and allowed at the Not. and l>ec. term·
1001, of the Court of County Commissioner· for
said County of Oxford and cpeclfylng the court or
before
magistrate that allowed the same and In
acwhom the caae originated I· published
cordance with the provisions of Sec. 19 of Chap,
lie and of Sec. 13 of Chap. ISO of the Bevlied

hard

the battles of
life with the

cough

Bauer's Instant
the time to stop it.
Cough Cure is a guaranteed cure for
ooughs, colds, bronchitis, infiuensa, la
grippe, whooping cough, and all other
It is guaranthroat and lung troubles.
teed to cure or your money will be refunded. The enormous sale of Bauer's
Instant Cough Cure is positive
that it cures or the people would not
buy it. Ask the following druggists for
F. A.
a free sample bottle and toy it:
Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Couwtt or oxtobd.

struggle to fight

per oent of the cases

Ninety-nine

you.

little boracic powder. Bathover with
ing in alum water will afford relief to A THOUSAND DOLLARS THROWN
burning and tender feet.
AWAY.
There is nothing more strengthening
Mr. W. W. Baker of Plainview, Neb.,
Those who suffer
to the feet than salt.
writes: "My wife had lung trouble for
from tired feet will derive much relief
We tried a number
over fifteen years.
and benefit from a salt bath, prepared
of doctors and spent over a thousand
by adding to a quart of warm water—not dollars without ary relief. She was very
hot—a tablespoonful of salt. First thorI lost all hope, when a friend
wash the feet with warm water >ow and
oughly
Honey and Tar,
and soap, then place them in the salt suggested trying Foley's
which I did; and thanks be to this great
bath for about eight minutes; finally
remedy it saved her life. She is stronger
wipe perfectly dry, and dust over them and
enjoys better health than ehe has
acid
boracic
little
a
powder.
ever known in ten years. We shall never
Soft corns may be greatly relieved by
be without Foley's Honey and Tar and
placing a tuft of cotton, saturated with would ask those afflicted to try it." F.
castor oil, between the toes, changing it
A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
a

1 is an Insect
2 Is a person.
1,2, 3 Is a kind of small cake
1, 2, 3, 4 is a sleeping place.
4, 3* β is a phonetic dog.
/
5, β is to mistake.
,
7, 8 is tall.
clean
8 is a person.
7, 8, 9 Is a rise of ground
8, 9. 10 Is bad.
1, 2. 3. 4. 5, β, 7, 8, 9, 10 Is the scene
of a battle which took place In 1775 in

patterns and

to close out odd

Covers

11.—ProffTMilv· Kale··.

Carpets

Wool

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

Instruction

ON

—

Ho.

It'e

Serons

of consumption are caused by a negA mustard plaster made with the
lected cough. Statistics prove it.
white of an egg mixed with the mustard
first oommenoes is
When the

Ko. η.—βΙ··1» Aerostle.
1. Δ water nymph. 2. Ad ere£Ion on
whlck offerings were burned. 3. The
4. A bird. 5.
name of two muscles.
Easy to be bent 0. Obscuration of the
light of a heavenly body. 7. Â certain
tree and Its round yellow fruit 8. Cir-

β

DOCTOR.

THE HOME

•TATE or MAIMS.

Struggle.

OUR GREATEST ENEMY.
The greatest enemy to our general
It is dan·
heàlth ia a neglected oough.
to allow a cough to run; by so
oing yon put yourself in a condition for
consumption to take a firm hold upon

TrTbUNE

FARMER

The flrit
I* made absolutely for farmers and their families.
number wax 1-tsi.ed Nov. Tth, I'.MII.
Is covered by specta!
of
nt
Ιη-iustry
agricultural
Kvery'lepartm
rd the
contributor» who are leaders In their respective line·,
to
'IRItUJNK FARMER will be In every »cnse, a high class, up
Illustrated
-Itural
ρβρτ,
da-e. live, ••nlerorlsliijr ajrrlc
and nomes, agrt
with pictures of live s<ock, model far 11 buildings
cultural machinery, etc.
for
Farmers' wive·», sons and daught'rs will flu I spcc'nl pages

NEW

profusely

OLD

their

PAPER

fiend your name and addre·· to tha IfKW-TORK
free
ΤΗΙΙΙΙ'λΚ KAItHEIl, New-York City, and a
•ample copy will be mailed to yon.

Accident

I

entertainment.

It with your
Regular price, #1 00 per vear, but you can buy DEMOCRAT,
favorlto home weekly new.· paper, Til Κ OXFORD
one year for #2 00.
DEMHend vour subscriptions and money to THE OXFORD
OCRAT, South Paris, Me.

Insurance.

^

If you have not an ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY,
why not call at the office of

W. J. Wheeler & Co.,

and get one? The cost is very email. $1000, five dollars
weekly indemnity, costs $6 per year. $2000, ten dollars weekly
indemnity, costs $10 per year in preferred class. It insures
against accidents of all classes and pays indemnity for fatal or
non-fatal injury caused by any aoeident and sickness. Send for
W, J. WHBELBB & CO.
îiroular and get rates.

